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X it t =X it 

























































yes yes no yes yes
b:Accounting for external
influences yes yes no yes yes
c:Accounting for changing
preferences yes yes no yes yes
d:Requiring historical
data
no no yes yes no
e:Prone to expert error yes yes yes yes yes
f:Adapting to disruptive
technologies yes yes no yes yes
g:Predicting future




































































































































































































































































































Issue Dodson Scoring Regression
Techno-
metrics
a:Emphasizing best available technologies[31] no no no no
b:Allowing trade-off change[9][37][91][104] yes no no yes
c:Allowing new/old characteristics[2][104] no yes no yes
d:Predicting future characteristics[68] no no yes no
e:Handling correlated characteristics[2][37] no no no no
f:Handling multiple outputs no no no yes
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A Targus 12 16
B Generic 10 32
C Generic 8 32




















A B C D
















yA'= 25−1225−8  yC 12−825−8  yD ( 27 )
























a:Allowing DMUs with only one observation no





































































































































































































































































































































x k , i=∑
j=1
n










































t k1 .  In contrast to  k



















t  t k
t k ( 35 )
For these equations   t=t−t k , where t represents time.  Since we are interested in
the shifting of the SOA frontier, only those products that were considered SOA at the
time of release will be considered, i.e., their  k





































































t j−t k k , j ( 41 )
c. Forecasting Future Technologies
Once    or    has been determined, future SOA frontiers may be calculated by
multiplying either SOA outputs (YSOA ) or the SOA inputs ( XSOA ) by the coefficient of




x i , k
t =x i , k
t k ×t−t k ∀ i∈{1,, m} ( 42 )
y r , k
t =y r , k

































































A Targus 16 16 2001
B Generic 14 32 2002
C Generic 8 32 2003
D Generic 25 128 2004
E ETT 40 32 2001
F Generic 30 64 2002
















yA'=A , B yBA , F yF ( 44 )
















































































Product Release Date C F 
A 2001 0.64 0.36 2.73
B 2002 0.73 0.27 1.27
C 2003 1.00 0.00 1.00
E 2001 0.00 1.00 2.00


































































































































































































































































IBM eServer xSeries 365 4P c/s 2004­03­31 1.23 1.30 Low 
HP Integrity Superdome 2004­04­14 0.95 1.02 Target
HP rx8620 2004­04­15 1.04 1.07 Low 
Unisys ES7000 Aries 420 Enterprise Server 2004­04­20 1.20 1.24 Low 
HP Integrity rx5670 Cluster 64P 2004­04­30 0.82 0.89 High
PRIMEPOWER 2500 2004­04­30 1.64 1.77 Low 
IBM eServer pSeries 690 Model 7040­681 2004­08­16 1.08 1.21 Low 
IBM eServer Xseries 445 8P c/s 2004­08­31 1.44 1.59 Low 
­ 116 ­






















Product Cost tpmC Cost tpmC Cost tpmC
106'' 33,692 17,192 18,260 17,192 14,233 17,192
114'' 40,775 22,052 24,051 22,052
121'' 65,528 35,030 40,133 35,030 33,876 35,030
121' 65,528 53,099
95'' 223,664 82,226 113,045 82,226 84,838 82,226
95' 223,664 146,701 223,664 180,577
112' 1,384,981 309,037 1,384,981 494,219
99'' 5,105,486 786,646 2,570,065 786,646 1,943,886 786,646





















































































































































































































 j ,Moore ' s
0 =
Moore ' s Law Expected Number of Transistors
Actual Number of Transistors
( 57 )
In this equation,   j ,Moore's
0  represents the Moore's Law technological index at the
time of microprocessor j's introduction.  If TFDEA provides a more comprehensive





H 0 :  j , Moore' s
0 −1− j ,TFDEA
0 −1=0
H 1:  j , Moore' s














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 t k Estimate of technological change based on product k's relative to the SOA frontier








 t k Estimate of technological change based on product k's relative to the SOA frontier


















 Output­oriented technological index of product k at    t  time units after its
release.

 t , k



















































DMU Platform tpmC Cost Time
1 IBM  eServer  iSeries  400  Model  840-2420 152346.25 6782752 09/15/00
2 ProLiant  ML570-700  3P 20207.2 113798 09/26/00
3 IBM  RS/6000  Enterprise  Server  M80  c/s 66750.27 2523482 09/30/00
4 IBM  e(logo)  server  xSerier  250  c/s 32377.17 245460 10/25/00
5 hp  server  rp  7400 60366.82 1065085 12/01/00
6 PowerEdge  4400 16262.9 233532 12/01/00
7 IBM  e(logo)  xSeries  350  c/s 34264.9 276075 12/11/00
8 IBM  eServer  iSeries  400  Model  840-2420-001 163775.8 8448137 12/15/00
9 Compaq  AlphaServer  GS320  Model  6/731 155179.25 8205964 02/02/01
10 HP  NetServer  LXr  8500 43046.55 435038 03/01/01
11 IBM  eServer  pSeries  680  Model  7017-S85 220807.27 6469929 04/13/01
12 Compaq  AlphaServer  ES40.Model  6/833 37274 627144 05/01/01
13 Bull  Escala  EPC2450  c/s 220807.27 7657157 05/28/01
14 Bull  Escala  Epc  810  c/s 66750.27 2508189 05/28/01
15 IBM  eServer  pSeries  660 57346.93 1632624 06/19/01
16 PRIMEPOWER  2000  c/s  w  /32  Front  Ends 222772.33 9671742 06/30/01
17 Bull  Escala  PL600R  C/S 57346.93 1638835 07/03/01
18 Compaq  AlphaServer  GS320 230533 10286029 07/30/01
19 HP  Netserver  LH  6000  Client/Server 37596.34 333572 08/23/01
20 Sun  Enterprise  4500 67102.53 1734522 09/14/01
21 hp  server  rp8400 140239.97 2015289 09/18/01
22 IBM  eServer  pSeries  660  Model  6M1 105025.02 2462401 09/21/01
23 ProLiant  ML530-X1000-1P 9347.24 44582 09/25/01
24 Bull  Escala  PL800R 105025.02 2668861 09/26/01
25 ProLiant  ML530-x1000-2P 17335.75 169758 09/26/01
26 Express5800/180Rb-7 52671.3 682724 09/30/01
27 IBM  e(logo)  xSeries  350  c/s 20422.01 110015 10/01/01
28 ProLiant  DL580  6/900 39158.09 310945 10/15/01
29 IBM  eServer  xSeries  220  c/s 9112.91 43370 10/16/01
30 PowerEdge  2500/1.13/1P 11320.02 53203 10/31/01
31 IBM  e(logo)  xSeries  250  c/s 15533.72 72487 11/05/01
32 ProLiant  ML570  6/900-4P 37100.52 216778 11/12/01
33 PowerEdge  2500/1.13/1P 11314.11 49484 12/14/01
34 PRIMEPOWER  2000  c/s  w  66  Front-Ends 455818.2 12025524 02/28/02
35 Unisys  e-@ction  Enterprise  Server  ES7000 141138.44 3363483 03/10/02
36 Unisys  e-@ction  Enterprise  Server  ES7000 165218.71 3524109 03/10/02
37 PowerEdge  2500/1.26/1P 11537.02 42451 03/12/02
38 ProLiant  DL760  8P/900 69169.61 651957 03/30/02
39 ProLiant  ML370  T02/1.26-2P 17078.88 67996 03/30/02
40 AlphaServer  ES45  MoDel  68/1000 50117 763829 05/09/02
­ 183 ­
DMU Platform tpmC Cost Time
41 HP  9000  Superdome  Enterprise  Server 389434.4 6388889 05/15/02
42 ProLaint  ML530G2T  2P 34473.15 215905 05/28/02
43 IBM  e(logo)  xSeries  220  c/s 12009.46 42287 06/03/02
44 PowerEdge  4600/2.2/1P 12579.04 41583 06/26/02
45 ProLiant  DL580-G2-4P 48911.83 320544 07/02/02
46 HP  Proliant  ML530G2T-1P 17659.53 67574 07/25/02
47 Express5800/140Rb-4 48150.72 311093 07/31/02
48 Express5800/140Hc 48150.72 310721 07/31/02
49 IBM  eServer  xSeries  235/2.4GHz/1P 17559.31 52526 08/16/02
50 HP  9000  Model  Superdome  Enterprise  Server 423414.41 6621072 08/26/02
51 IBM  e(logo)  xSeries  360  c/s 45230.03 204271 08/30/02
52 Fujitsu  PRIMEPOWER  850 112286.46 1508712 08/31/02
53 IBM  e(logo)  xSeries  360  c/s 23027.66 101450 09/10/02
54 PowerEdge  2650/2.4/1P 16756.52 46502 09/12/02
55 AlphaServer  ES45  Model  68/1250 56375 531965 09/27/02
56 Bull  Escala  PL3200R 403255.46 7245205 11/22/02
57 HP  ProLiant  DL580-G2/2GHz  4P 77905.18 413764 12/31/02
58 PowerEdge  6600/4/1.6GHz 51069.87 288627 12/31/02
59 HP  Proliant  DL580-G2-32GB 61564.5 376806 12/31/02
60 HP  ProLiant  ML350G3T-1P 10089.76 36214 12/31/02
61 HP  ProLIant  ML570-G2  4P 68739.22 341990 12/31/02
62   HP  ProLiant  DL380-G3 18051.65 60965 02/01/03
63 IBM  eServer  xSeries  225/2.4Ghz/1P 18077.98 50509 02/12/03
64 rx5670 87741 441022 02/12/03
65 PowerEdge  6650/4/2.0Ghz/32GB 71586.49 364887 03/31/03
66 PowerEdge  6600/4/2.0Ghz/32GB 71313.19 365317 03/31/03
67 HP  Proliant  ML530G2T-2P 38386.24 236876 03/31/03
68 HP  Proliant  ML  370G3-2P 26725.34 99211 03/31/03
69 IBM  eServer  xSeries  360/1.9Ghz/4P 50666.11 216838 04/30/03
70 IBM  eServer  xSeries  360/2.0GHz/4p 52587.46 226504 04/30/03
71 NEC  Express5800/140Rc-4 70653.01 347076 04/30/03
72 Unisys  ES7000  Orion  230  Enterprise  Server 203518.03 2681773 05/02/03
73 Unisys  ES7000  Orion  230  Enterprise  Server 234325.1 2715310 05/02/03
74 HP  ProLiant  ML350G3-2P 39006.54 187141 05/12/03
75 HP  ProLiant  ML350G3-1P 19526.27 43826 05/12/03
76 HP  ProLiant  DL380G3-2P 43230.66 160353 05/27/03
77 HP  ProLiant  DL380G3-1P 18818.46 43502 05/27/03
78 HP  Proliant  ML370G3-1P 19140.72 44548 05/29/03
79 HP  Proliant  ML  370G3-2P 44942.92 219802 05/29/03
80 Unisys  ES7000  Aries  520  Enterprise  Server 118381.38 657533 05/30/03
81 HP  Proliant  DL760-G2  8P 115025.75 884216 05/30/03
82 Unisys  ES7000  Orion  540  Enterprise  Server  16P 161542.04 986622 05/30/03
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84 IBM  eServer  xSeries  235  1P  c/s 18936.05 46539 07/10/03
85 HP  ProLiant  ML370G3-1M-2P 52468.48 200301 07/15/03
86 HP  ProLiant  ML370G3-1M-1P 19718.01 45478 07/15/03
87 Unisys  ES7000  Orion  540  Enterprise  Server 252920.49 1824732 07/22/03
88 hp  server  rx5670 121065.13 543023 08/01/03
89 PRIMERGY  TX300 53691.33 205056 09/01/03
90 eServer  xSeries  440  c/s 151744.13 1674017 09/25/03
91 HP  Proliant  DL580G2/2.8GHz-4P 84712.94 324423 09/26/03
92 IBM  eServer  xSeries  440  c/s  8p 119115.16 781556 10/04/03
93 ProLiant  ML370-G3-1M  2P 54096.56 203461 10/13/03
94 RackSaver  RS-2164/op-r 20477.37 42266 10/21/03
95 QuatreX-64  Server  4P 82226.46 223664 10/21/03
96 PowerEdge  6600/4/2.0GHz/32GB 78116.87 378356 10/21/03
97 HP  ProLiant  DL380-G3-1M/3.20GHz-2p 51226.96 163924 10/22/03
98 HP  Integrity  Superdome 707102 5064831 10/23/03
99 HP  Integrity  Superdome 786646 5105486 10/23/03
100 IBM  eServer  pSeries  690  Turbo  7040-681 763898.39 6301741 11/08/03
101 IBM  eServer  pSeries  690  Turbo  7040-681 680613.12 7574961 11/08/03
102 HP  Proliant  DL380-G3-1M/3.20GHz-1P 19814.35 44296 11/24/03
103 NEC  Express5800/1320Xd  c/s  w/Express5800/12Rf-2577530.77 6238492 12/01/03
104 IBM  eServer  xSeries  235/3.2GHz/1P 31910.24 68477 12/03/03
105 HP  ProLiant  DL380-G3-1M/3.20GHz/1P-12GB 33873.83 81177 12/17/03
106 HP  Proliant  ML350T03  X3.06/533 17192.4 33692 12/17/03
107 PowerEdge  6600/4/2.8GHz/32GB 84595.22 302148 12/30/03
108 IBM  eServer  xSeries  445  8P  c/s 139153.98 705115 12/31/03
109 IBM  eServer  xSeries  445-16P  c/s 190510.02 1599308 12/31/03
110 IBM  eServer  xSeries  445  4P  c/s 90271.76 357969 12/31/03
111 PowerEdge2650 20108.79 41250 01/14/04
112 Unisys  ES7000  Aries  420  Enterprise  Server 309036.53 1384981 01/30/04
113 HP  9000  Superdome  Enterprise  Server 541673.76 6315689 01/30/04
114 PowerEdge  2650/1/3.2GHz/2M 22052 40775 02/18/04
115 PowerEdge  2650/1/3.2GHs/2M 32185.33 61788 02/23/04
116 IBM  eServer  xSeries  365  4P  c/s 89616.32 333788 02/27/04
117 IBM  eServer  pSeries  690  Turbo  7040-681 768839.4 6574014 02/29/04
118 HP  ProLiant  DL580G2/3.0GHz-4P 95163 278114 03/02/04
119 HP  Integrity  rx5670  Linux 136110.98 556853 03/05/04
120 HP  ProLiant  ML350-G3-1M/2.80GHz-1P/8GB 28711 61399 03/17/04
121 HP  ProLiant  ML370-G3-2M/3.20GHz-1P 35030 65528 03/17/04
122 HP  ProLiant  ML370-G3-2M/3.20GHz-2P 60364 211519 03/17/04
123 IBM  eServer  xSeries  365  4P  c/s 102667.42 361742 03/31/04
­ 185 ­
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124 HP  Integrity  Superdome 1008144.49 8397262 04/14/04
125 HP  rx8620 301225 1264031 04/15/04
126 Unisys  ES7000  Aries  420  Enterprise  Server 291410.61 1448233 04/20/04
127 HP  Integrity  rx5670  Cluster  64P 1184893.38 6541770 04/30/04
128 PRIMEPOWER  2500 595702.31 7399502 04/30/04
129 IBM  eServer  pSeries  690  Model  7040-681 1025486.07 5571349 08/16/04
130 IBM  eServer  xSeries  445  8P  c/s 156105.72 672287 08/31/04
Appendix C ­ Moore's Law Dataset
­ 186 ­
OBS # Company Processor Ship Date SPEC95 Int SPEC95 Fp Tech (um) Power (W)
16PA­RISC PA7100 2 3.2 4 0.8 23 196 0.8
13Alpha Alpha 21064 2 3 3.6 0.75 30 299 9.3
1SPARC Super 2 1.5 1.7 0.6 14.2 315 5.2
39Alpha Alpha 21164 4 8.5 12.7 0.5 50 209 9.3
18PA­RISC PA7150 4 5.2 4.6 0.8 30 259 9
20PA­RISC PA7100LC 4 4.6 4.7 0.8 10 345 3.9
27Alpha Alpha 21064a ­ 275MHz 4 5.2 6.3 0.5 33 138 3.5
6 Intel P54C 4 3.3 2.8 0.6 5 148 3.1
5 Intel P54VRT (Mobile)­90MHz 4 2.9 2.5 0.6 6.5 150 3.1
3 Intel P54VRT (Mobile)­75MHz 4 2.4 2.1 0.6 5.2 150 3.1
28 Intel P6 ­2000MHz 5 8.2 6.8 0.35 35 195 5.5
25Power PC PC 620 5 6 6 0.5 30 67 6.35
23 Intel P6 ­150MHz 5 6.1 5.4 0.6 29.2 195 5.5
8 Intel P54CQS 5 3.8 3 0.35 10 90 3.1
37SPARC Ultra I+ 5 7.8 11.4 0.42 30 156 5.4
35SPARC Ultra I 5 6.6 9.4 0.47 30 149 5.4
14Power PC PC 604 ­133MHz 5 4.7 3.8 0.5 5.6 311 7
11SPARC Super 2 5 3.5 3.5 0.6 15 265 5.2
2SPARC Micro 2 5 1.6 2 0.4 9 299 3.1
26 Intel P6 ­166MHz 6 7.3 6.2 0.35 29.4 131 7.5
43SPARC Ultra II 6 10.4 15 0.35 25 132 3
19Power PC PC 603e ­240MHz 6 6.3 4.6 0.35 5.5 197 3.6
10 Intel P54CS­166MHz 6 4.8 3.3 0.35 10 90 3.1
24MIPS R5000 6 5.5 5.5 0.35 10 596 3.43
7SPARC Turbo 6 3.5 3 0.35 9 162 8.8
48MIPS R10000 6 11.4 19.1 0.35 30 196 0.85
9 Intel P54CS­150MHz 6 4.3 3.3 0.35 10 90 3.1
47Alpha Alpha 21164a ­ 400MHz 6 12.3 17.2 0.35 30.5 350 100
36Power PC x704 7 12 10 0.5 85 83 6.5
49Alpha Alpha 21164 PC 7 17.3 19.9 0.35 40.5 302 15.2
44MIPS RM7000 7 13 15 0.25 13 298 6.8
12AMD K6 ­ 200MHz 7 6.2 3.5 0.35 20 184 22
21 Intel P55C (MMX) ­ 200MHz 7 6.4 4.7 0.35 15.7 141 4.5
22 Intel P55C (MMX) ­ 233MHz 7 7.1 5.2 0.35 17 141 4.5
15AMD K6 ­233MHz 7 6.8 3.8 0.35 28.3 184 22
4CYRIX 6x86 MX (MII) 7 5.1 2.2 0.35 10 162 8.8
17 Intel P55VRT (MMX ­ Mobile) 7 5.6 4.3 0.35 7.8 141 4.5
32 Intel Pentium II (Klamath) 7 11.9 8.6 0.35 43 131 7.5
31Power PC PC 604e ­300MHz 7 12.9 8.5 0.25 12 150 2.7
55 Alpha Alpha 21264 8 44 66 0.35 72 78 1.4
46SPARC Ultra 2i 8 14.2 16.9 0.35 30 197 6
29 Power PC G3 740 8 12.2 7.1 0.25 4.2 234 1.68
34 Intel Celeron (Deschutes) 8 11.9 8.6 0.25 17.5 131 9.5
33 Intel Pentium II (Deschutes) 8 11.9 8.6 0.25 26 131 7.5
41 Intel Pentium II (Xeon) ­ 400MHz8 16.5 13.7 0.25 23.3 131 7.5
42 Intel Pentium II (Xeon) ­ 450MHz8 18.9 14.7 0.25 23.3 131 7.5
52AMD Athlon ­ K7 ­ 550MHz 9 23.6 20.6 0.25 46 164 1.2
53AMD Athlon ­ K7 ­700MHz 9 31.7 24 0.25 50 198 2.4
54 Intel Pentium III (Coppermine)9 35.6 30.4 0.18 34 106 28
38 Intel Celeron (Mendocino) ­ 400MHz9 15.1 11.8 0.25 23.4 225 19
45 Intel Pentium III (Katmai) 9 24 15.9 0.25 34 106 9.5
40 Intel Celeron (Mendocino) ­ 500MHz9 17.9 12.9 0.25 23.4 225 19





































// Project:  TFDEA Script
//
// Author:   Lane Inman
// $Id: AForecast.php,v 1.54 2004/11/09 00:08:25 oli Exp $
//
//
// Here if there is an initialization to be done we will reexamine.
//
//if ( ! $webinit ) {
//} else {




// Include functions here
// 
    include "LogFunctions.php"   ;
//    include "ChartFunctions.php" ;
    include "DEAFunctions.php"   ;
    include "MathFunctions.php"  ;
    include "DataFunctions.php"  ;
    include "Config.php"         ;
    include "LogLevels.php"      ;
//
// Here we give an opportunity for an include file - I did this to remove the
// non important changes from the structure (IE Table, etc)
//
//if ( $file != "" ) {
    include "Projectors.php" ;
//    include "Fighters.php" ;
//    include "TPC.php";
//include "DT.php";
//    include "PenDrive.php";
//}
//
// Define the name of the script for the log functions
//
$functionName = "AForecast.php" ;
$DMUDATA = $newDMUs = array();
//
// Get DMU Information from the database
//
logTrace( $functionName, 8, "Connecting to database." );
if ( !$connection = @mysql_connect($serverName, $username, $password)) {
    $variables = "stage=setup_db_connection"
               . "&fail=yes"
               . "&serverName=$serverName"
               . "&username=$username";
    header("location: ?$variables");
} else {
    mysql_select_db($database);
    $DMUDATA=getData2($connection, $tableName, $iTimeUnits,
                      $Inputs, $Outputs, $InputsAs, $OutputsAs, $timeColum,
                      $whereStatement );
}
//
// Init the variables because if we dont we are fragged
//
    $Time          = $Iter          = 0;
    $soaDMUs       = $periodNewSOA  = $newSquare  = array();
    $newSOAs       = array();
    $DMUs          = array_keys($DMUDATA);
    
    //
    // Solve the problem based on the model chosen
    //
    foreach ( array_keys($DMUDATA) as $RowName ) {
        $Row         = $DMUDATA[$RowName];
        $Observation = array();
        $Iter       += 1;
        //
­ 189 ­
        // Set the time to the current time if there is no other time
        //
        if ( $Time == 0 ) { $Time=$Row["Time"]; } 
       
        //
        // if the time is different, then we can calculate the state of the
        // art.
        //
        if ( $Row["Time"] != $Time ) {
            //
            // The number of DMUs at this time are set
            //
            $newDMUCount[$Time]                    = count($newDMUs);
            //
            // amend to the current soaDMUs the current DMUs
            //
            $currentDMUs = array_merge($soaDMUs, $newDMUs);
            $newScores[$Time][INPUT_ORIENTATION]   = 0;
            $newSquare[$Time][INPUT_ORIENTATION]   = 0;
            $newScores[$Time][OUTPUT_ORIENTATION]  = 0;
            $newSquare[$Time][OUTPUT_ORIENTATION]  = 0;
            //
            // Analyze every DMU
            //
            foreach ( $currentDMUs as $DMU ) {
                $OOResult = CCR( $DMU        , $bSuper       , 
                                 $Inputs     , $Outputs      , 
                                 $currentDMUs, $iRTS         , 
                                 $iDebug     , $DMU_Data     ) ;
                $IOResult =  IO( $DMU        , $bSuper       , 
                                 $Inputs     , $Outputs      , 
                                 $currentDMUs, $iRTS         , 
                                 $iDebug     , $DMU_Data     ) ;
 
                //
                // This is for the goodness of fit data...
                //
                if ( $bGoodFit && in_array( $DMU, $newDMUs ) ) {
                    $newScores[$Time][INPUT_ORIENTATION] += $IOResult["Theta"];
                    $newSquare[$Time][INPUT_ORIENTATION] +=pow($IOResult["Theta"],
                                                                2);
                    $newScores[$Time][OUTPUT_ORIENTATION]+= $OOResult["Theta"];
                    $newSquare[$Time][OUTPUT_ORIENTATION]+=pow($OOResult["Theta"],
                                                               2);
                }
                //
                // This is here because of the integer vs. real issue.... 
                //
                if ( ( $iOrientation == OUTPUT_ORIENTATION && 
                       $OOResult["Theta"] <= ( 1 + CLOSE_ENOUGH ) ) || 
                     ( $iOrientation == INPUT_ORIENTATION  && 
                       $IOResult["Theta"] >= ( 1 - CLOSE_ENOUGH ) ) ) {
                    if ( ! in_array($DMU, $soaDMUs) ) {
                        $soaDMUs      = array_merge($soaDMUs, array($DMU));
                        $bNewSOA      = 1                                 ;
                    }
                    $newSOAs=array_merge($newSOAs, array($DMU));
                } elseif ( $bProxy && in_array($DMU, $newDMUs) ) {
                    foreach ( $newDMUs as $proxyDMU ) {
                        logTrace($functionName, 9, 
                                 "Determining proxy at time $Time for " 
                                 . $proxyDMU);
                        $DMUData[$newDMU] = buildProxyDMU ( $proxyDMU        ,
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                                                            $DMUData         , 
                                                            $iOrientation    , 
                                                            $Inputs          , 
                                                            $iOutputs        , 
                                                            $ResultArray     );
                    }
                }
                if ( $DMU_Data[$DMU]["Time"] != $Time ) {
                    logTrace($functionName, 21, "Time: $Time");
                    $OOProgress[$DMU]=AnalyzeProgress( $DMU      , $Time      , 
                                                       OUTPUT_ORIENTATION     ,
                                                       $DMU_Data  , $OOResult ,
                                                       $soaDMUs   , $ROCType  ,
                                                       $iRTS      );
    
                    $IOProgress[$DMU]=AnalyzeProgress( $DMU      , $Time      , 
                                                       INPUT_ORIENTATION      ,
                                                       $DMU_Data  , $IOResult ,
                                                       $soaDMUs   , $ROCType  ,
                                                       $iRTS      );
                }
                $OOSolution[$DMU]=$OOResult;
                $IOSolution[$DMU]=$IOResult;
            }
            //
            // If we have new SOA then we will record the information, otherwise
            // nothing has changed from the last point in time.
            //
            if ( $bDisplayPeriod ) {
                $stamp = getStamp( $Time, $connection ) ;
                reportMessage("=============");
                reportMessage("Time Period $stamp ( $Time ) Results") ;
                reportMessage("=============");
                if ( $iOrientation == OUTPUT_ORIENTATION ) {
                    ShowDEAResults( $displayFormat, $iOrientation, 
                                    $currentDMUs  , $OOSolution  );
                } elseif ( $iOrientation == INPUT_ORIENTATION ) {
                    ShowDEAResults( $displayFormat, $iOrientation, 
                                    $currentDMUs, $IOSolution );
                }
            }
            if ( $bNewSOA ) {
                //
                // Find the progress statistics here
                //
                logTrace($functionName, 1, "Calling FindStats Time " .
                                                   "is $Time");
                $OsumStats[$Time]  = FindStats( $OOProgress,
                                                OUTPUT_ORIENTATION  ) ;
                $IsumStats[$Time]  = FindStats( $IOProgress, 
                                                INPUT_ORIENTATION   ) ;
                $periodNewSOA[$Time] = $newSOAs                       ;
                $soaPeriods[$Time]   = $Time                          ;
            }
            $bNewSOA = 0 ;
            $newSOAs = $newDMUs = array();
            $Time=$Row["Time"];
        } 
        foreach ( array_merge($Inputs,$Outputs) as $Factor ) {
            $Observation[$Factor] = $Row[$Factor];
        }
        $OOSolution = $IOSolution =  $OOProgress = $IOProgress = array();
        $Observation["Time"]  = $Row["Time"];
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        $DMU_Data[$Row["DMU"]]= $Observation;
        $newDMUs=array_merge($newDMUs,$Row["DMU"]);
    }  
    $OOResult=$IOResult=$OOProgress=$IOProgress=array();
    //
    // The number of DMUs at this time are set
    //
    $newDMUCount[$Time]                    = count($newDMUs);
    //
    // amend to the current soaDMUs the current DMUs
    //
    $currentDMUs=array_merge($soaDMUs, $newDMUs);
    $newScores[$Time][INPUT_ORIENTATION] = 0;
    $newSquare[$Time][INPUT_ORIENTATION] = 0;
    $newScores[$Time][OUTPUT_ORIENTATION] = 0;
    $newSquare[$Time][OUTPUT_ORIENTATION] = 0;
    foreach ( $currentDMUs as $DMU ) {
        $OOResult = CCR( $DMU, $bSuper, $Inputs, $Outputs, $currentDMUs,
                         $iRTS, $iDebug, $DMU_Data ) ;
        $IOResult =  IO( $DMU, $bSuper, $Inputs, $Outputs, $currentDMUs,
                         $iRTS, $iDebug, $DMU_Data ) ;
        //
        // This is for the goodness of fit data...
        //
        if ( $bGoodFit && in_array( $DMU, $newDMUs ) ) {
            $newScores[$Time][INPUT_ORIENTATION ]+=$IOResult["Theta"];
            $newSquare[$Time][INPUT_ORIENTATION] +=pow($IOResult["Theta"],
                                                                2);
            $newScores[$Time][OUTPUT_ORIENTATION]+= $OOResult["Theta"];
            $newSquare[$Time][OUTPUT_ORIENTATION]+=pow($OOResult["Theta"],
                                                               2);
        }
                                                                            
        //
        // This is here because of the integer vs. real issue....
        //
        if (( $iOrientation == OUTPUT_ORIENTATION  && 
              $OOResult["Theta"] <= ( 1 + CLOSE_ENOUGH )) ||
            ( $iOrientation == INPUT_ORIENTATION && 
              $OOResult["Theta"] >= ( 1 - CLOSE_ENOUGH ) ) ) {
            if ( ! in_array($DMU, $soaDMUs) ) {
                $soaDMUs      = array_merge($soaDMUs, array($DMU));
                $bNewSOA      = 1 ;
            }
            $newSOAs=array_merge($newSOAs, array($DMU));
        }
        if ( $DMU_Data[$DMU]["Time"] != $Time ) {
            $OOProgress[$DMU]=AnalyzeProgress( $DMU              , $Time    , 
                                               OUTPUT_ORIENTATION, $DMU_Data, 
                                               $OOResult         , $soaDMUs , 
                                               $ROCType          , $iRTS    );
                                                                            
            $IOProgress[$DMU]=AnalyzeProgress( $DMU, $Time, INPUT_ORIENTATION, 
                                               $DMU_Data, $IOResult, $soaDMUs, 
                                               $ROCType, $iRTS);
        }
        $OOSolution[$DMU]=$OOResult;
        $IOSolution[$DMU]=$IOResult;
    }
//
// If we have new SOA then we will record the information, otherwise
// nothing has changed from the last point in time.
//
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if ( $bDisplayPeriod ) {
    $stamp = getStamp( $Time, $connection );
    reportMessage("=============");
    reportMessage("Time Period $stamp ( $Time ) Results") ;
    reportMessage("=============");
    if ( $iOrientation == OUTPUT_ORIENTATION ) {
        ShowDEAResults( $displayFormat, $iOrientation, 
                        $currentDMUs, $OOSolution );
    } elseif ( $iOrientation == INPUT_ORIENTATION ) {
        ShowDEAResults( $displayFormat, $iOrientation, 
                        $currentDMUs, $IOSolution );
    }
}
if ( $bNewSOA ) {
    //
    // Find the progress statistics here
    //
    logTrace($functionName, 40, "Time is $Time");
    $OsumStats[$Time]    = FindStats( $OOProgress, OUTPUT_ORIENTATION ) ;
    $IsumStats[$Time]    = FindStats( $IOProgress, INPUT_ORIENTATION  ) ;
    $periodNewSOA[$Time] = $newSOAs                                     ;
    $soaPeriods[$Time]   = $Time                                        ;
}
//
// Rate Of Change Results
//
logTrace($functionName, 10000300, "Checking whether goodness of fit...");
if ( $bGoodFit ) {
    $oFunctionName = $functionName ;
    $functionName  = "calculateGoodness";
    logTrace($functionName, 10000300, " Checking goodness of fit...");
    tableHeader( "Average Efficiency", "Time Period", array("Input","Output"));
    $rowCount = 0;
    $sumScore[INPUT_ORIENTATION]   = $sumScore[OUTPUT_ORIENTATION]   = 0;
    $sumSquares[INPUT_ORIENTATION] = $sumSquares[OUTPUT_ORIENTATION] = 0;
    $total[INPUT_ORIENTATION]      = $total[OUTPUT_ORIENTATION]      = 0;
    $count[INPUT_ORIENTATION]      = $count[OUTPUT_ORIENTATION]      = 0;
    foreach ( array_keys($newScores) as $TimePeriod ) {
        $avgScore[INPUT_ORIENTATION] = 
                 $newScores[$TimePeriod][INPUT_ORIENTATION]  /  
                 $newDMUCount[$TimePeriod]; 
        $avgScore[OUTPUT_ORIENTATION] = 
                 $newScores[$TimePeriod][OUTPUT_ORIENTATION]  /  
                 $newDMUCount[$TimePeriod]; 
        $sumScore[INPUT_ORIENTATION] += 
                 $newScores[$TimePeriod][INPUT_ORIENTATION]   ;
        $sumScore[OUTPUT_ORIENTATION] +=
                 $newScores[$TimePeriod][OUTPUT_ORIENTATION]  ;  
        logTrace( $functionName, 1000300, "TimePeriod [" . $TimePeriod 
                  . "] Input [" . $newSquare[$TimePeriod][INPUT_ORIENTATION] 
                  . "]" );
        logTrace( $functionName, 1000301, "Time Period [" . $TimePeriod 
                  . "] Output [" . $newSquare[$TimePeriod][OUTPUT_ORIENTATION]
                  . "]" );
        $sumSquares[INPUT_ORIENTATION]  += 
                    $newSquare[$TimePeriod][INPUT_ORIENTATION] ;
        $sumSquares[OUTPUT_ORIENTATION] += 
                    $newSquare[$TimePeriod][OUTPUT_ORIENTATION] ;
        $displayTime=getStamp($TimePeriod, $connection );
        //
        // If we want verbose report, report it all
        //
        if ( ! $bSummary ) {
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            tableRow($displayTime , $avgScore, $rowCount, 0);
        }
        if ( $avgScore[INPUT_ORIENTATION] > 0 ) {
            $total[INPUT_ORIENTATION]  += $avgScore[INPUT_ORIENTATION];
            $count[INPUT_ORIENTATION]  += $newDMUCount[$TimePeriod]; 
        }
        if ( $avgScore[OUTPUT_ORIENTATION] > 0 ) {
            $total[OUTPUT_ORIENTATION] += $avgScore[OUTPUT_ORIENTATION] ;
            $count[OUTPUT_ORIENTATION] += $newDMUCount[$TimePeriod]; 
        }
        $rowCount++ ;
    }
    tableRow("Sum Averages ", $total, $rowCount, 0     );
    $rowCount++;
    tableRow("Sum Scores   ", $sumScore, $rowCount, 0     );
    $rowCount++;
    tableRow("Sum Squares  ", $sumSquares, $rowCount, 0);
    $rowCount++;
    tableRow("Total Count  ", $count, $rowCount,0      );
    $rowCount++;
    $total[OUTPUT_ORIENTATION] = $sumScore[OUTPUT_ORIENTATION] / 
                                 $count[OUTPUT_ORIENTATION]; 
    $total[INPUT_ORIENTATION]  = $sumScore[INPUT_ORIENTATION] / 
                                 $count[INPUT_ORIENTATION]; 
    tableRow("Avg Summary: ", $total, $rowCount, 0);
    tableFooter("");
    $functionName = $oFunctionName ;
}
logTrace($functionName, 1000200, "Checking to display ROC....");
if ( $bDisplayROC ) {
    logTrace($functionName, 1000201, "Displaying ROC....");
    tableHeader("Rates of Change", "Time", array("Gamma","Conf","Beta","Conf"));
    $rowCount = 0;
    foreach ( array_keys($OsumStats) as $Period ) {
        $timeToPrint = getStamp( $Period, $connection );
        tableRow( $timeToPrint, array($OsumStats[$Period][0] , 
                                      $OsumStats[$Period][2] ,
                                      $IsumStats[$Period][0] ,
                                      $IsumStats[$Period][2]),
                                      $rowCount              ,
                                      0                      ) ;
        $rowCount++;
    }
    tableFooter("");
    
} 
logTrace($functionName, 1000201, "Checking Graphing ROC....");
if ($bGraphROC) {
    logTrace($functionName, 1000201, "Graphing ROC....");
    ShowROC ( $OsumStats, $iOrientation, "Quarterly", 0, $connection );
}
//
// Here we are setting up the end of the forecast ( we will not validate
// any forecasts beyond this point becasue they are after the present )
//
logTrace($functionName, 1000201, "Setting Predict Base....");
if ( $PredictBase != "" ) {
    $stopTime = getPeriod($PredictBase, $connection);
} else {
    $stopTime = 10000000000 ;
}
logTrace($functionName, 1000201, "Checking Validate....");
if ( $bValidate ) {
    $functionName = "Validate";
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    if ( ! $bSummary ) {
        tableHeader( "Forecast Results", "Time", array("In Zone"     , 
                                                       "Only Lower"  ,
                                                       "Avg Overage" ,
                                                       "Only Upper"  ,
                                                       "Avg Underage",
                                                       "Not Feasible",
                                                       "Broken"      ));
    }
    $Underage  = $Overage = $rowCount   = 0;
    $Total     = $Good    = $UpperGood  = $LowerGood  = $Bad  = $Hosed  = 0;
    $tTotal    = $tGood   = $tUpperGood = $tLowerGood = $tBad = $tHosed = 0;
    $HosedString = $BList = "";
    $LowerInfeasible = 0;
    foreach ( $soaPeriods as $soaPeriod ) {
        foreach ( array_keys($periodNewSOA) as $evalPeriod ) {
            if ( $evalPeriod > $soaPeriod && $evalPeriod <= $stopTime ) {
                $soaDate = getStamp( $soaPeriod, $connection );
                foreach ( $periodNewSOA[$evalPeriod] as $newDMU ) {
                    if ( ! in_array($newDMU, $periodNewSOA[$soaPeriod]) && 
                           $DMU_Data[$newDMU]["Time"] == $evalPeriod ) {
                        $evalDate = getStamp($evalPeriod, $connection);
                        logTrace($functionName, 4, "Calling EvaluateForecast");
                        $Forecast = EvaluateForecast($soaPeriod            , 
                                                     $iOrientation         , 
                                                     $iRTS                 , 
                                                     $iValidate            ,
                                                     $ROCType              ,
                                                     $periodNewSOA[$soaPeriod], 
                                                     $newDMU               , 
                                                     $IsumStats[$soaPeriod], 
                                                     $OsumStats[$soaPeriod],
                                                     $Inputs               ,
                                                     $Outputs              ,
                                                     $DMU_Data             , 
                                                     $bValidateTrace       ) ;
                        //if ( $bValidateTrace && $Forecast["Lower"] !== -5 ) {
                            logTrace($functionName, 1, "soaPeriod ["
                               .     $soaPeriod . "] soaDate ["
                               .     $soaDate . "] evalPeriod [" 
                               .     $evalPeriod . "] newDMU [" 
                               .     $newDMU . "] Lower [" 
                               .     $Forecast["Lower"] . "] Upper ["
                               .     $Forecast["Upper"] . "]");
                         //}
        
                        if ( $Forecast["Lower"] == 1 &&
                             ( $Forecast["Upper"] == 0 || 
                               $Forecast["Upper"] == -20 ) ) { 
                            $LGList .= $newDMU . ":" . $evalDate . " ";
                            $LowerGood++; 
                            logTrace($functionName,2, "-->OnlyLower");
                            $Overage += $Forecast["UpperScore"] ;
                        } elseif ( $Forecast["Upper"] == 1 && 
                                   $Forecast["Lower"] == 0 ) {
//|| $Forecast["Lower"] == -20 ) ) {
                            $UGList .= $newDMU . ":" . $evalDate . " ";
                            $UpperGood++;
                            logTrace($functionName,2, "-->OnlyUpper");
//                            logTrace($functionName, 1, "    Upper good");
//                            if ( $Forecast["Lower"] == -20 ) { 
//                                $LowerInfeasible .= $newDMU . ":" . $soaDate 
//                                                 . "@" . $evalDate . "(" 
//                                                 . $soaPeriod . "@" 
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//                                                 .  $evalPeriod . ");";
//                            }
                            $Underage += $Forecast["LowerScore"] ;
                        } elseif ( ( $Forecast["Lower"] == 1 || 
                                     $Forecast["Lower"] == -20 ) && 
                                   $Forecast["Upper"] == 1 ) { 
                            $GList .= $newDMU . ":" . $evalDate . " ";
                            $Good++ ;
                            logTrace($functionName,2, " -->GOOD");
                        } elseif ( ( $Forecast["Lower"] == -20 && 
                                     $Forecast["Upper"] == -20   ) ||
                                   ( $Forecast["Lower"] == 0   && 
                                     $Forecast["Upper"] == -20 ) ||
                                   ( $Forecast["Lower"] == -20 && 
                                     $Forecast["Upper"] == 0   ) ){ 
                            $BList .= $newDMU . ":" . $soaDate . "@" . 
                                      $evalDate . "(" . $soaPeriod . "@" .
                                      $evalPeriod . ");";
                      
                            logTrace($functionName,2, "-->BAD");
                            $Bad++  ;
                        } elseif ( $Forecast["Lower"] == 0 && 
                                   $Forecast["Upper"] == 0    ) {
                            $HList       .= $newDMU . ":" . $evalDate . " ";
                            $HosedString .= $soaDate . ":" .$evalDate . ":" 
                                          . $newDMU . ";";
                            logTrace($functionName,2, "-->HOSED");
                            $Hosed++ ;
                        } else { 
                           logTrace($functionName, 10000401, "soaPeriod [" 
                               .    $soaPeriod . "] evalPeriod [" 
                               .    $evalPeriod . "]" );
                           logTrace($functionName, 10000402, " Lower ["
                               .    $Forecast["Lower"] . "]" );
                           logTrace($functionName, 10000403, " Upper ["
                               .    $Forecast["Upper"] . "]" );
                        } 
                    }
                }
            }
        }
        $Total   = $Good + $UpperGood + $LowerGood + $Bad + $Hosed ;
        logTrace( $functionName, 1000000, "Total [" . $Total . "] Good ["
                  . $Good . "] UpperGood [" . $Bad . "] LowerGood [" 
                  . $LowerGood . "] Bad [" . $Bad . "] Hosed [" . $Hosed . "]");
        $OverageMean = $overageSum    = $overageCount = $UnderageMean = 0;
        $underageSum = $underageCount = 0;
        if ( $Total > 0 ) {
            if ( $LowerGood > 0 ) {
                $OverageMean   = $Overage  / $LowerGood ;
                $overageSum   += $OverageMean           ;
                $overageCount += 1                      ; 
            }
            if ( $UpperGood > 0 ) {
                $UnderageMean   = $Underage / $UpperGood ;
                $underageSum   += $UnderageMean          ;
                $underageCount += 1                      ; 
            }
            if ( ! $bSummary ) {
                $displayStamp = getStamp($soaPeriod, $connection );
                tableRow( $displayStamp, array($Good        , $LowerGood    ,
                                               $OverageMean , $UpperGood    ,
                                               $UnderageMean, $Bad          , 
                                               $Hosed                       ), 
                          $rowCount    , 0);
            }
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            $tGood      += $Good     ;
            $tUpperGood += $UpperGood;
            $tLowerGood += $LowerGood;
            $tBad       += $Bad      ;
            $tHosed     += $Hosed    ;
        }
        $Good        = $Bad      = $UpperGood = $LowerGood = 0 ;
        $Hosed       = $Total    = $Underage  = $Overage   = 0 ;
        $GList       = $UGList    = $LGList    = $HList ="";
        $rowCount++;
    }
    if ( ! $bSummary ) { tableFooter(""); }
    $tTotal = $tGood + $tLowerGood + $tUpperGood + $tBad + $tHosed ;
    tableHeader("Forecasting Summary", "Action", array("Number", "Percentage"));
    tableRow("Good Forecasts            ", array( $tGood, 
                                                   $tGood/$tTotal * 100 ),
                                           0, 0 );
    tableRow("Good Lower Forecasts      ", array( $tLowerGood, 
                                                   $tLowerGood/$tTotal * 100 ),
                                           0, 0 );
    if ( $overageCount ) {
        tableRow("Overage Average           ", array( $overageSum/$overageCount,
                                                      $overageCount           ),
                                               0, 0 );
    }
    tableRow("Good Upper Forecasts      ", array( $tUpperGood, 
                                                   $tUpperGood/$tTotal * 100 ),
                                           0, 0 );
    if ( $underageCount ) {
        tableRow("Underage Average          ", 
                 array( $underageSum/$underageCount,
                        $underageCount             ),
                 0, 0 );
    }
    tableRow("Not Forecasted            ", array( $tBad, 
                                                   $tBad/$tTotal * 100 ),
                                           0, 0 );
    tableRow("Total Hosed*              ", array( $tHosed, 
                                                   $tHosed/$tTotal * 100 ),
                                           0, 0 );
    tableRow("Total                     ", array( $tTotal, 
                                                   $tTotal/$tTotal * 100 ),
                                           0, 0 );
    tableFooter("");
    reportMessage("Not Predicted: " . $BList      );
    reportMessage("Lower Infeasible: " . $LowerInfeasible );
    reportMessage("HOSED LIST: " . $HosedString      );
    $functionName="AForecast.php";
}
logTrace($functionName, 1000201, "Checking Futures....");
if ( $bCheckFutures ) {
    logTrace($functionName, 1000201, "Running Futures Check....");
    $reportStatus = array (FORECAST_ABOVE_LOWER => "Early Product",
                           FORECAST_BELOW_UPPER => "Late Product",
                           FORECAST_GOOD        => "Expected Release"  ,
                           FORECAST_NOT_COVERED => "Outside of Forecast"      ,
                           FORECAST_ERROR       => "Error with Forecast"      );
    $assessment=array();
    foreach ( array_keys($soaPeriods) as $keyToCheck ) {
        //
        // If we are below the stop time continue
        //
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        if ( $soaPeriods[$keyToCheck] <= $stopTime ) {
            $lastRealSOA = $keyToCheck ;
        } else {
            break ;;
        }
        $soaPeriod = $soaPeriods[$lastRealSOA];
    }
    foreach ( array_keys($DMU_Data) as $newDMU ) {
        $DMU_Name[$newDMU] = getField( 'DMU', $newDMU, $descriptorColum, 
                                       $tableName, $connection);
        if ( $DMU_Data[$newDMU]["Time"] > $soaPeriod ) {
            $evalDate = $DMU_Data[$newDMU]["Time"] ;
            $Forecast = EvaluateForecast($soaPeriod               ,
                                         $iOrientation            ,
                                         $iRTS                    ,
                                         $iValidate               ,
                                         $ROCType                 ,
                                         $periodNewSOA[$soaPeriod],
                                         $newDMU                  ,
                                         $IsumStats[$soaPeriod]   ,
                                         $OsumStats[$soaPeriod]   ,
                                         $Inputs                  ,
                                         $Outputs                 ,
                                         $DMU_Data                ,
                                         0                        ) ;
            $assessment[$newDMU]["LowerScore"]=$Forecast["LowerScore"];
            $assessment[$newDMU]["UpperScore"]=$Forecast["UpperScore"];
            if ( ( $Forecast["Lower"] == 1 || $Forecast["Lower"] == -20 ) && 
                 ( $Forecast["Upper"] == 0 || $Forecast["Upper"] == -20 ) ) {
                $assessment[$newDMU]["conclusion"] = FORECAST_ABOVE_LOWER ;
            } elseif ( $Forecast["Upper"] == 1 && 
                       $Forecast["Lower"] == 0   ) {
                $assessment[$newDMU]["conclusion"] = FORECAST_BELOW_UPPER ;
            } elseif ( ( $Forecast["Lower"] == 1 || $Forecast["Lower"]== -20 ) 
                       && $Forecast["Upper"] == 1 ) {
                $assessment[$newDMU]["conclusion"] = FORECAST_GOOD        ;
            } elseif ( ( $Forecast["Lower"] == -20 &&
                         $Forecast["Upper"] == -20   ) ) {  // ||
                $assessment[$newDMU]["conclusion"] = FORECAST_NOT_COVERED ;
            } elseif ( $Forecast["Lower"] == 0 && $Forecast["Upper"] == 0 ) {
                $assessment[$newDMU]["conclusion"] = FORECAST_ERROR       ;
            }
            
            $IROC=$IsumStats[$soaPeriod][0] ;
            $OROC=$OsumStats[$soaPeriod][0] ;
            if ( $iOrientation == OUTPUT_ORIENTATION || 
                 $iValidate    == VALIDATE_BOTH ) {
                $assessment[$newDMU]["estTimeO"] = estimateTime( 
                                                    $newDMU                  , 
                                                    $periodNewSOA[$soaPeriod], 
                                                    $Inputs                  , 
                                                    $Outputs                 ,
                                                    $iRTS                    , 
                                                    $DMU_Data                , 
                                                    $soaPeriod               , 
                                                    OUTPUT_ORIENTATION       , 
                                                    $OROC                    , 
                                                    $ROCType                 );
                $assessment[$newDMU]["DiffO"] = $assessment[$newDMU]["estTimeO"]
                                                - $DMU_Data[$newDMU]["Time"] ;
            } 
            if ( $iOrientation == INPUT_ORIENTATION ||
                 $iValidate    == VALIDATE_BOTH ) {
                $assessment[$newDMU]["estTimeI"] = estimateTime( $newDMU      ,
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                                                    $periodNewSOA[$soaPeriod],
                                                    $Inputs                  ,
                                                    $Outputs                 ,
                                                    $iRTS                    ,
                                                    $DMU_Data                ,
                                                    $soaPeriod               ,
                                                    INPUT_ORIENTATION        ,
                                                    $IROC                    , 
                                                    $ROCType                 );
                                                                                
                $assessment[$newDMU]["DiffI"] = $assessment[$newDMU]["estTimeI"]
                                                - $DMU_Data[$newDMU]["Time"] ;
            }
        }
    }
    tableHeader ("DMUs after $PredictBase($stopTime) Feasibility", "DMU", 
                  array("Available"      , "Status"        , "Not Agressive"  , 
                        "Aggressive"     , "Est. OTime"    , "Delta OTime"    ,
                        "Est. ITime"     , "Delta ITime"    ));
    $rowCount = 0 ;
    foreach ( array_keys($assessment) as $reportedDMU ) {
        tableRow($DMU_Name[$reportedDMU] . "(" . $reportedDMU . ")",
                 array(getStamp($DMU_Data[$reportedDMU]["Time"], $connection),
                       $assessment[$reportedDMU]["conclusion"] . 
                       ":" . 
                       $reportStatus[$assessment[$reportedDMU]["conclusion"]],
                       $assessment[$reportedDMU]["LowerScore"]               ,
                       $assessment[$reportedDMU]["UpperScore"]               ,
                       (( isset($assessment[$reportedDMU]["estTimeO"] ) ) ?
                         getStamp($assessment[$reportedDMU]["estTimeO"] ,
                                  $connection                          )  :   
                        "INF"                                             )  ,
                       $assessment[$reportedDMU]["DiffO"]               ,
                       (( isset($assessment[$reportedDMU]["estTimeI"] ) ) ?
                          getStamp($assessment[$reportedDMU]["estTimeI"] ,
                                   $connection                         )  :
                         "INF"                                          ),
                       $assessment[$reportedDMU]["DiffI"]                   ),
                  $rowCount   , 0 );
        $rowCount++;
    }
    tableFooter ("");
}
if ( $bPredict ) {
    if ( ! $PredictBase ) {
         echo "ERROR: No Base set\n";
    } elseif ( $PredictPeriods ) {
        $referencePeriod = getPeriod($PredictBase, $connection)        ;
        foreach ( $PredictPeriods as $TimeToPredict ) {
            $periodToPredict = $referencePeriod + $TimeToPredict       ;
            $predictStamp    = getStamp($periodToPredict, $connection );
            if ( isset($periodNewSOA[$referencePeriod]) ) {
              $Frontier = ForecastSOA( $referencePeriod, $periodToPredict,
                                       $iOrientation   , $iRTS           ,
                                       $iValidate      , $ROCType        ,
                                       $periodNewSOA[$referencePeriod]   ,
                                       $IsumStats[$referencePeriod]      ,
                                       $OsumStats[$referencePeriod]      ,
                                       $Inputs         , $Outputs        ,
                                       $DMU_Data ) ;
              tableHeader("Forecast from " . $PredictBase . " to " 
                          . $predictStamp  , "", array(""));
              if ( $_SESSION["displayFormat"] == DISPLAY_HTML ) {
                  echo "    <tr>\n";
              }
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              foreach ( array("Lower", "Upper") as $which ) {
                  if ( $_SESSION["displayFormat"] == DISPLAY_HTML ) {
                      echo "        <td valign=top>\n";
                  }
                  tableHeader($which                         , 
                              "Product"                      , 
                              array_merge( $Inputs, $Outputs ) );
                  $rowCount = 0 ;
                  foreach ( array_keys( $Frontier[$which] ) as $keyDMU ) {
                      tableRow( $keyDMU  , $Frontier[$which][$keyDMU], 
                                $rowCount, 0 );
                      $rowCount++;
                  }
                  tableFooter("");
                  if ( $_SESSION["displayFormat"] == DISPLAY_HTML ) {
                      echo "        </td>\n";
                  }
              }
              if ( $_SESSION["displayFormat"] == DISPLAY_HTML ) {
                  echo "    </tr>\n";
              }
            }
            tableFooter("");
        }
    }
}
           
function EvaluateForecast( $iTime       , $iOrientation, $iRTS        , 
                           $iValidate   , $ROCType     , $soaDMUs     , 
                           $newDMU      , $Istats      , $Ostats      , 
                           $Inputs      , $Outputs     , $DMUData     ,
                           $bTrace      ) {
 
    $functionName = "EvaluateForecast";
    logTrace($functionName, 100000200, "Entering...");
    $Lower    = array();
    $Upper    = array();
    $currTime = $iTime;
    $evalTime = $DMUData[$newDMU]["Time"] ;
    $rowCount = 0;
 
    if ( ! in_array( $newDMU, $soaDMUs ) ) {
        if ( $Ostats[0] != 1 || $Istats[0] != 1 ) {
            if ( $currTime < $evalTime ) {
                $Frontier = ForecastSOA( $currTime       , $evalTime       ,
                                         $iOrientation   , $iRTS           ,
                                         $iValidate      , $ROCType        ,
                                         $soaDMUs        , $Istats         , 
                                         $Ostats         , $Inputs         , 
                                         $Outputs        , $DMUData        ) ;
                //
                // Add to the upper and lower confidence intervals the currently
                // evaluated DMU.
                //
                $Lower=$Frontier["Lower"]           ;
                $Upper=$Frontier["Upper"]           ;
                $Lower[$newDMU]=$DMUData[$newDMU] ;
                $Upper[$newDMU]=$DMUData[$newDMU] ;
        
                //
                // Calculate the results
                //
                if ( $iOrientation == OUTPUT_ORIENTATION ) {
                    $LowerResult = CCR( $newDMU           , 1             , 
                                        $Inputs           , $Outputs      ,
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                                        array_keys($Lower), $iRTS         , 
                                        $bTrace           , $Lower        );
             
                    $UpperResult = CCR( $newDMU           , 1             , 
                                        $Inputs           , $Outputs      ,
                                        array_keys($Upper), $iRTS         , 
                                        $bTrace           , $Upper        );
                } elseif ( $iOrientation == INPUT_ORIENTATION ) {
                    $LowerResult =  IO( $newDMU           , 1             , 
                                        $Inputs           , $Outputs      ,
                                        array_keys($Lower), $iRTS         , 
                                        $bTrace           , $Lower        );
                                                                                
                    $UpperResult =  IO( $newDMU           , 1             , 
                                        $Inputs           , $Outputs      ,
                                        array_keys($Upper), $iRTS         , 
                                        $bTrace           , $Upper        );
                }
 
                //
                // Report what we did and where we are...
                //
                if ( $bTrace ) {
                    // 
                    // Add prefix
                    //
                    tableHeader ( "Lower Bounds", "DMU", 
                                  array_merge($Inputs, $Outputs));
                    foreach ( array_keys($Lower) as $key )  {
                       tableRow( $key, $Lower[$key], $rowCount, 0 );
                       $rowCount++;
                    }
                    tableFooter("");
                    tableHeader ( "Upper Bounds", "DMU", 
                                  array_merge($Inputs, $Outputs));
                    foreach ( array_keys($Upper) as $key )  {
                       tableRow( $key, $Upper[$key], $rowCount, 0 );
                       $rowCount++;
                    }
                    tableFooter("");
                    reportMessage($currTime . ":" . $LowerResult["Theta"] . ":"
                                  . $UpperResult["Theta"] );
                }
        
                $Forecast["LowerScore"] = $LowerResult["Theta"] ;
                $Forecast["UpperScore"] = $UpperResult["Theta"] ;
        
                logTrace($functionName, 100000210, " ->LowerScore ["
                       . $LowerResult["Theta"] . "]");
                if ( ! $LowerResult["Theta"] || !isset($LowerResult["Theta"])) {
                    $Forecast["Lower"] = -20 ;
                    logTrace($functionName, 100000211, " -->Broken");
                } elseif (( $iOrientation == OUTPUT_ORIENTATION && 
                            $LowerResult["Theta"] <= ( 1 + CLOSE_ENOUGH )) ||
                          ( $iOrientation == INPUT_ORIENTATION  && 
                            $LowerResult["Theta"] >= ( 1 - CLOSE_ENOUGH ))) {          
                    $Forecast["Lower"] = 1 ;
                    logTrace($functionName, 100000212, " -->Good");
                } else {
                    $Forecast["Lower"] = 0 ;
                    logTrace($functionName, 100000214, " -->Not Good");
                }
         
                logTrace($functionName, 100000210, " ->UpperTheta ["
                       . $UpperResult["Theta"] . "]");
                if ( ! $UpperResult["Theta"] || !isset($UpperResult["Theta"])) {
                    $Forecast["Upper"] = -20 ;
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                    logTrace($functionName, 100000211, " -->Broken");
                } elseif (( $iOrientation == OUTPUT_ORIENTATION && 
                            $UpperResult["Theta"] <= ( 1 + CLOSE_ENOUGH )) ||
                          ( $iOrientation == INPUT_ORIENTATION  && 
                            $UpperResult["Theta"] >= ( 1 - CLOSE_ENOUGH ))) {
                    logTrace($functionName, 100000212, " -->NotGood");
                    
                    $Forecast["Upper"] = 0 ;
                } else {
                    $Forecast["Upper"] = 1 ;
                    logTrace($functionName, 100000213, " -->Good");
                }
            } else {
                $Forecast["Lower"] = $Forecast["Upper"] = -1;
            }
        } else {
            logTrace ( $functionName, 3, "        No stat information" );
            $Forecast["Lower"] = $Forecast["Upper"] = -5 ;
        }
    } else {
        $Forecast["Lower"] = $Forecast["Upper"] = -10 ;
    }
    return($Forecast);





// This function takes the DMU identified, confirms if it is efficient and
// if not returns a proxy dmu based on the result matrix.
//
function buildProxyDMU ( $DMU             , $DMUData          , 
                         $iOrientation    , $Inputs           , 
                         $iOutputs        , $ResultArray      ) {
    //
    // Set the result row to be equal to the dmu in question
    //
    $ResultRow = $ResultArray[$DMU] ;
    if (( $iOrientation == OUTPUT_ORIENTATION &&  
          $ResultArray[$DMU]["Theta"] >= (1 + CLOSE_ENOUGH)) ||
        ( $iOrientation == INPUT_ORIENTATION &&
          $ResultArray[$DMU]["Theta"] <= ( 1 - CLOSE_ENOUGH )) ) {
        foreach ( array_keys($ResultRow) as $ArrayKey ) {
            if ( substr_count( $ArrayKey, "Lambda" )) {
                if ( $ResultRow[$ArrayKey] > CLOSE_ENOUGH ) {
                      $ReferenceDMU = substr( $ArrayKey, 
                                              ( strpos( $ArrayKey,"-" ) + 1 ) );
                    if ( $iOrientation == OUTPUT_ORIENTATION ) {
                        foreach ( $Outputs as $Factor ) {
                            $VirtualRow[$Factor] = $ResultRow[$ArrayKey] * 
                                        $DMUData[$ReferenceDMU][$Factor] ;
                        } 
                        foreach ( $Inputs as $Factor ) {
                            $VirtualRow[$Factor] = $DMUData[$DMU][$Factor] ;
                        }
                    } 
                    if ( $iOrientation == INPUT_ORIENTATION ) {
                        foreach ( $Inputs as $Factor ) {
                            $VirtualRow[$Factor] = $ResultRow[$ArrayKey] *
                                        $DMUData[$ReferenceDMU][$Factor] ;
                        }
                        foreach ( $Outputs as $Factor ) {
                            $VirtualRow[$Factor] = $DMUData[$DMU][$Factor] ;
                        }
                    }
                }
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            } else {
                $VirtualRow[$Factor] = $DMUData[$DMU][$Factor] ;
            }
        }
    } else {
        $VirtualRow = $DMUData[$DMU] ;
    }
}
function estimateTime( $DMU          , $soaDMUs      , $Inputs  ,
                       $Outputs      , $iRTS         , $DMU_Data,
                       $iTime        , $iOrientation , $ROC     ,
                       $rocType      ) {
    $functionName = "estimateTime";
    $Result       = array();
 
    logTrace($functionName, 2100, "Entering function...");
    logTrace($functionName, 2101, " DMU [$DMU]");
    foreach ( $soaDMUs as $element ) {
       logTrace($functionName, 2112, " DMU [$element] ");
    } 
    foreach ( $Inputs as $input ) {
       logTrace($functionName, 2113, " Input [$input]");
    }
    foreach ( $Outputs as $output ) {
       logTrace($functionName, 2114, " Output [$output]" );
    }
    logTrace($functionName, 2115, " iRTS [$iRTS] Time [$iTime] " .
                                  "iOrientation [$iOrientation] ROC [$ROC]");
    if ( $iOrientation == OUTPUT_ORIENTATION ) {
       logTrace($functionName, 2102, " Output Orientation, calculating...");
       $Result = CCR( $DMU        , 1             , 
                      $Inputs     , $Outputs      , 
                      $soaDMUs    , $iRTS         , 
                      0           , $DMU_Data     ) ;
    } elseif ( $iOrientation == INPUT_ORIENTATION ) {
       logTrace($functionName, 2103, " Input Orientation, calculating...");
       $Result = IO( $DMU         , 1             , 
                     $Inputs      , $Outputs      , 
                     $soaDMUs     , $iRTS         , 
                     0            , $DMU_Data     ) ;
    }
    logTrace($functionName, 2112, "  DMU Time [" . 
             $DMU_Data[$DMU]['Time'] ."]");
    if ( ! isset($Result["Theta"] )) {
       logTrace($functionName, 2120, "  Theta not calculated...");
    } else {
       logTrace($functionName, 2111, " Theta [" . $Result["Theta"] . "]");
       $logTheta = log($Result["Theta"])  ;
       logTrace($functionName, 2107, "  logTheta [$logTheta]");
        $logROC   = log($ROC)                            ;
        logTrace($functionName, 2108, "  logROC [$logROC]");
        $deltaTime = $logTheta / $logROC ;
        logTrace($functionName, 2106, " Estimate intro delta t [$deltaTime]");
        $rocType = ROC_COMPOSITE_TIME ;
        if ( $rocType == ROC_COMPOSITE_TIME ) {
            logTrace($functionName, 2117, " -> Composite time selected");
            $lambdaTimes = 0;
            $lambdaTotal = 0;
            foreach ( array_keys( $Result ) as $key ) {
                logTrace($functionName, 2118, " --> Key [" . $key . "]");
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                //
                // Only count the parameters that are Lambdas
                //
                if ( substr_count($key,"Lambda-") ) {
                    //
                    // Only count if we are any significant value
                    //
                    logTrace($functionName, 2119, " ---> Is a lambda");
                    if ( $Result[$key] > CLOSE_ENOUGH ) {
                        logTrace($functionName, 2120, " ----> Key [" . $key 
                                 . "] is [" . $Result[$key] . "]");
                        $obj = substr($key, (strpos($key,"-")+1) );
                        $lambdaTimes += ( $DMU_Data[$obj]["Time"] * $Result[$key]) ;
                        logTrace($functionName, 2121, " ----> LambdaTime adding [" .
                                 ( $DMU_Data[$obj]["Time"] * $Result[$key]) ."]");
                        $lambdaTotal += $Result[$key] ;
                        logTrace($functionName, 2121, " ----> Lambda adding [" .
                                 $Result[$key] ."]");
                        
                    }
                }
            }
            
            logTrace($functionName, 2122, " ---> LambdaTimes [" . $lambdaTimes 
                                        . "]");
            logTrace($functionName, 2123, " ---> LambdaTotal [" . $lambdaTotal 
                                        . "]");
         
            $timeOfIntro = ( $iOrientation == OUTPUT_ORIENTATION ) ?
                             (( ( 0 - $deltaTime ) * $lambdaTotal) + 
                              ($lambdaTimes)) / $lambdaTotal :
                             (( ( 0 + $deltaTime ) * $lambdaTotal) + 
                              ($lambdaTimes)) / $lambdaTotal ;
        } else {
            $timeOfIntro = ( $iOrientation == OUTPUT_ORIENTATION ) ? ( $iTime -
                                                                       $deltaTime):
                                                                         ( $iTime + 
                                                                       $deltaTime);
        }
        
        $returnValue = $timeOfIntro ;
    
        logTrace($functionName, 2116, " Estimate time [" . $returnValue . "]");
        logTrace($functionName, 2110, "Leaving function...");
        return($returnValue);
        }




 // $Id: DEAFunctions.php,v 1.17 2004/07/04 20:35:33 oli Exp $
 // 
 // Description : This set of routines solves DEA problems with the use of
 //             : glpk-php extension
 //
 // Author      : Lane Inman
 //             : Portland State University
 //             
define("CLOSE_ENOUGH", 0.00000000001)  ;// At this point it is close enough
                                             // to be 0 ;
define("EPSILON"     , 0.0000000000000001);// this is epsilon...
define("COLOR[0]"     , "white" );
define("COLOR[1]"     , "grey"  );
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//
// Returns To Scale                     : RTS
//
define("RTS_CRS", 0                     ); // Constant Returns to Scale
define("RTS_VRS", 1                     ); // Variable Returns To Scale
define("RTS_DRS", 2                     ); // Decreasing Returns to Scale
define("RTS_IRS", 3                     ); // Increasing Returns to Scale
//
// Orientation                         
//
define("INPUT_ORIENTATION" , 0                      ); // Input Oriented
define("OUTPUT_ORIENTATION", 1                      ); // Output Oriented
function orientationString( $iOrientation ) { 
  if     ( $iOrientation == OUTPUT_ORIENTATION ) { return("OUTPUT"); }
  elseif ( $iOrientation == INPUT_ORIENTATION  ) { return("INPUT"); }
}




define("DISPLAY_HTML"      , 0                      ); // Display HTML
define("DISPLAY_TEXT"      , 1                      ); // Display TEXT
//
// This function solves CCR DEA
//
function CCR ( $Observation, $bSuper, $Inputs, $Outputs, $DMUs, 
               $iRTS, $iDebug, $DMU_Data ) {
 $numberOfColums=count($DMUs)+1;
 $labels = $objective = $rowLabels = $restraint = $matrix = $labels = array();
 
  $iDebug = 0;
 if ( $iDebug ) {
    echo "DMU: $Observation\n";
 }
 if ( $iRTS ) {
  $numberOfRows=count($Outputs)+count($Inputs)+1;
 } else {
  $numberOfRows=count($Outputs)+count($Inputs);
 }
 foreach ( $DMUs as $DMU ) {
  $labels=array_merge($labels, array("Lambda-$DMU"));
 }
 $labels=array_merge($labels, array("Theta"));
 $res = glpk_create( "problem", $numberOfRows, $numberOfColums, 
                     LPX_MAX, LPX_LP, "Theta" );
 $Counter=1;
 foreach ( $DMUs as $DMU ) {
  if ( ($bSuper == 1) && ( $DMU == $Observation ) ) {
   glpk_set_col_bound($res, $Counter, LPX_FX, 0);
  } else {














 foreach ( $Inputs as $Input ) {
  $rowLabels=array_merge($rowLabels,array($Input));
 }
 foreach ( $Outputs as $Output ) {
  $rowLabels=array_merge($rowLabels,array($Output));
 }
 if ( $iRTS == RTS_VRS ) {
  $rowLabels=array_merge($rowLabels,array("VRS"));
 } else if ( $iRTS == RTS_DRS ) {
  $rowLabels=array_merge($rowLabels, array("DRS"));
 } else if ( $iRTS == RTS_IRS ) {
  $rowLabels=array_merge($rowLabels, array("IRS"));
 }
 glpk_set_row_names( $res, $rowLabels);
 foreach ( $Inputs as $Input ) {
  foreach ( $DMUs as $DMU )   {
   $restraint=array_merge($restraint,array($DMU_Data["$DMU"][$Input]));
  }
  $restraint=array_merge($restraint,0);





 foreach ( $Outputs as $Output ) {
  foreach ( $DMUs as $DMU ) {
   $restraint=array_merge($restraint, array(-$DMU_Data["$DMU"][$Output]));
  }
  $restraint=array_merge($restraint, array($DMU_Data[$Observation][$Output]));
  $matrix=array_merge($matrix,$restraint);




 if ( $iRTS ) { 
  foreach ( $DMUs as $DMU ) {
   $restraint=array_merge($restraint,array(1));
  } 
  $restraint=array_merge($restraint, array(0));
  $matrix=array_merge($matrix, $restraint);
  if ( $iRTS == RTS_VRS ) {
    glpk_set_row_bound( $res, $Counter, LPX_FX, 1);
  } elseif ( $iRTS == RTS_DRS ) {
    glpk_set_row_bound( $res, $Counter, LPX_UP, 1);
  } elseif ( $iRTS == RTS_IRS ) {






 $result = glpk_solve( $res );
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  $result = glpk_solve( $res );
  if ( $iDebug == 1 ) {
   switch ( $result->result )
   {
     case LPX_E_OK    : print( "Problem successfully solved.<br>" ); break;
     case LPX_E_FAULT : print( "Faulty problem.  Solution search not started.<br>\n" );
break;
     case LPX_E_OBJLL : print( "Objective function continually decreasing.<br>\n" );
break;
     case LPX_E_OBJUL : print( "Objective function continually increasing.<br>\n" );
break;
     case LPX_E_ITLIM : print( "Iterations limit exceeded.<br>\n" ); break;
     case LPX_E_TMLIM : print( "Time limit exceeded.<br>\n" ); break;
     case LPX_E_SING  : print( "Solver failuer -- singular or ill-conditioned.<br>\n" );
break;
     case LPX_E_NOPFS : print( "No primal feasible solution.<br>\n" ); break;
     case LPX_E_NODFS : print( "No dual feasible solution.<br>\n" ); break;
   }
   switch ( $result->status )
   {
     case LPX_OPT    : print( "Optimal solution found.<br>\n" ); break;
     case LPX_FEAS   : print( "Solution is feasible.<br>\n" ); break;
     case LPX_INFEAS : print( "Solution is infeasible.<br>\n" ); break;
     case LPX_NOFEAS : print( "Problem has no feasible solution.<br>\n" ); break;    case
LPX_UNBND  : print( "Unbounded solution.<br>\n" ); break;
     case LPX_UNDEF  : print( "Solution status is undefined.<br>\n" ); break;
   }
  }
                                                                                //
  
  foreach ( $result->cols as $col )
  {
    //
    // This is here to get rid of bogus small entries, I am not sure if it
    // is a good idea, but I am doing it to clean up my tables.
    //
    //if ( $col->primal < EPSILON ) {
    //  $return_array[$col->name] = 0;
    //} else {
      $return_array[$col->name]=$col->primal ;
    //}
  }
  return( $return_array );
  glpk_delete( $res );
}
function IO ( $Observation, $bSuper, $Inputs, $Outputs, $DMUs, 
              $iRTS, $iDebug, $DMU_Data ) {
 $labels = $objective = $rowLabels = $restraint = $matrix = $labels = array();
 if ( $iDebug ) {
    echo "DMU: $Observation\n";
 }
 $numberOfColums=count($DMUs)+1;
 if ( $iRTS ) {
  $numberOfRows=count($Outputs)+count($Inputs)+1;
 } else {
  $numberOfRows=count($Outputs)+count($Inputs);
 }
 foreach ( $DMUs as $DMU ) {
  $labels=array_merge($labels, array("Lambda-$DMU"));
 }
 $labels=array_merge($labels, array("Theta"));
 $res = glpk_create( "problem", $numberOfRows, $numberOfColums, 
                     LPX_MIN, LPX_LP, "Theta" );
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 $Counter=1;
 foreach ( $DMUs as $DMU ) {
  if ( $bSuper && ( $DMU == $Observation ) ) {
   glpk_set_col_bound($res, $Counter, LPX_FX, 0);
  } else {







 glpk_set_col_bound($res, $Counter, LPX_LO, 0,0);
 glpk_set_obj_coeffs( $res,$objective);
 $Counter=1;
 foreach ( $Inputs as $Input ) {
  $rowLabels=array_merge($rowLabels,array($Input));
 }
 foreach ( $Outputs as $Output ) {
  $rowLabels=array_merge($rowLabels,array($Output));
 }
 if ( $iRTS == RTS_VRS ) {
  $rowLabels=array_merge($rowLabels,array("VRS"));
 } else if ( $iRTS == RTS_DRS ) {
  $rowLabels=array_merge($rowLabels, array("DRS"));
 } else if ( $iRTS == RTS_IRS ) {
  $rowLabels=array_merge($rowLabels, array("IRS"));
 }
 glpk_set_row_names( $res, $rowLabels);
 foreach ( $Inputs as $Input ) {
    foreach ( $DMUs as $DMU ) {
     $restraint=array_merge($restraint, array(-$DMU_Data["$DMU"][$Input]));
    }
    $restraint=array_merge($restraint, array($DMU_Data[$Observation][$Input]));
    $matrix=array_merge($matrix,$restraint);
    glpk_set_row_bound( $res, $Counter, LPX_LO, 0);
    $restraint=array();
    $Counter++;
  }
 foreach ( $Outputs as $Output ) {
  foreach ( $DMUs as $DMU )   {
   $restraint=array_merge($restraint,array($DMU_Data["$DMU"][$Output]));
  }
  $restraint=array_merge($restraint,0);





  if ( $iRTS ) { 
   foreach ( $DMUs as $DMU ) {
    $restraint=array_merge($restraint,array(1));
   } 
   $restraint=array_merge($restraint, array(0));
   $matrix=array_merge($matrix, $restraint);
   if ( $iRTS == RTS_VRS ) {
     glpk_set_row_bound( $res, $Counter, LPX_FX, 1);
   } elseif ( $iRTS == RTS_DRS ) {
     glpk_set_row_bound( $res, $Counter, LPX_UP, 1);
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   } elseif ( $iRTS == RTS_IRS ) {
     glpk_set_row_bound( $res, $Counter, LPX_LO, 1 );
   }
   $Counter++;
  }
  glpk_set_matrix($res, $matrix);
  $result = glpk_solve( $res );
  $result = glpk_solve( $res );
  if ( $iDebug == 1 ) {
    switch ( $result->result ) {
      case LPX_E_OK    : print( "Problem successfully solved.<br>" ); break;
      case LPX_E_FAULT : print( "Faulty problem.  Solution search not started.<br>\n" );
break;
      case LPX_E_OBJLL : print( "Objective function continually decreasing.<br>\n" );
break;
      case LPX_E_OBJUL : print( "Objective function continually increasing.<br>\n" );
break;
      case LPX_E_ITLIM : print( "Iterations limit exceeded.<br>\n" ); break;
      case LPX_E_TMLIM : print( "Time limit exceeded.<br>\n" ); break;
      case LPX_E_SING  : print( "Solver failuer -- singular or ill-conditioned.<br>\n" );
break;
      case LPX_E_NOPFS : print( "No primal feasible solution.<br>\n" ); break;
      case LPX_E_NODFS : print( "No dual feasible solution.<br>\n" ); break;
    }
    switch ( $result->status ) {
      case LPX_OPT    : print("Optimal solution found.<br>\n"); break;
      case LPX_FEAS   : print("Solution is feasible.<br>\n"); break;
      case LPX_INFEAS : print("Solution is infeasible.<br>\n"); break;
      case LPX_NOFEAS : print("Problem has no feasible solution.<br>\n"); break;
      case LPX_UNBND  : print( "Unbounded solution.<br>\n" ); break;
      case LPX_UNDEF  : print( "Solution status is undefined.<br>\n" ); break;
    }
  }
                                                                                //
  
  if ( $result->status == LPX_OPT ) {
    foreach ( $result->cols as $col ) {
    //
    // This is here to get rid of bogus small entries, I am not sure if it
    // is a good idea, but I am doing it to clean up my tables.
    //
    //  if ( $col->primal < EPSILON ) {
    //    $return_array[$col->name] = 0;
    //  } else {
        $return_array[$col->name]=$col->primal ;
    //  }
    }
  }
  return( isset($return_array) ? $return_array : array());
  glpk_delete( $res );
}
                                    
function ShowStandardResults ( $iOrientation, $DMUs, $Solution, $Lambdas, $Prog ) {
 $rowColors=array("silver","white");
 $effColor="yellow";
                                                                                
 echo "<table border=0 cellspacing=0 >\n"
    . " <tr bgcolor=\"black\">\n"
    . "  <td></td>\n";
 foreach ( $DMUs as $DMU ) {
  if ($Lambdas["$DMU"] > 0 ) {
   echo "  <td align=center><font style=\"color:#FFFFFF;\n"
      . "      font-family:Arial,Helvetica,Sans-Serif\">\n"
      . "   <b>&lambda<sub><font size=-1>$DMU</font></sub></b></font>\n"




 echo "  <td align=center>\n"
    . "   <font style=\"color:#FFFFFF;\n"
    . "         font-family:Arial,Helvetica,Sans-Serif\">\n"
    . "    <b>&theta;</b>\n"
    . "  </td>\n";
 if ( $Prog ) {
  echo "  <td align=center>\n"
     . "   <font style=\"color:#FFFFFF;\n"
     . "         font-family:Arial,Helvetica,Sans-Serif\">\n";
  if ( $iOrientation ) {
   echo "    <b>&beta;</b>\n";
  } else {
   echo "    <b>&gamma;</b>\n";
  }
  echo "  </td>\n";
 }
 echo " </tr>\n";
                                                                                
 foreach ( $DMUs as $DMU ) {
  if ( $iOrientation && $Solution["$DMU"]['Theta'] <= 1.00000000000001 ) {
   $rowColor=$effColor ;
  } else if ( ! $iOrientation && $Solution["$DMU"]['Theta'] >= 0.99999999999999 ) {
   $rowColor=$effColor ;
  } else if ( $rowColorIndex == 0 ) {
   $rowColorIndex=1 ;
   $rowColor=$rowColors[$rowColorIndex] ;
  } else {
   $rowColorIndex=0 ;
   $rowColor=$rowColors[$rowColorIndex] ;
  }
                                                                                
  echo " <tr bgcolor=$rowColor>\n";
  echo "  <td>$DMU</td>\n";
  foreach ( $DMUs as $Lambda ) {
   if ( $Lambdas[$Lambda] > 0 ) {
    echo "  <td align=center>".$Solution["$DMU"]["Lambda-$Lambda"]."</td>\n";
   }
  }
  echo "  <td align=center>{$Solution["$DMU"]['Theta']}</td>\n";
  if ( $Prog["$DMU"] ) {
   echo "  <td align=center>{$Prog["$DMU"]}</td>\n";
  }







// This function displays the results of a DEA analysis.
//
// Variables         : Format  - 0 text
//                   :         - 1 html tabular
//                   : iOrientation - is it an output model?
//                   : DMUs    - The list of DMUs to print out;
//                   : Solution- The solution to printout
//                  
//
function ShowDEAResults ($iFormat, $iOrientation, $lsDMUs, $lrlSolution)  {
  $color[0]    = "white" ;
  $color[1]    = "silver";
  $keysToPrint = array() ;
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  foreach ( $lrlSolution as $resultLine ) {
    foreach ( array_keys($resultLine) as $key ) {
      if ( $resultLine[$key] > 0.00 && $key != "Theta" ) {
         $keysToPrint[$key]=1;
      }
    }
  }
  
  // 
  // Header Information - We should probably do better than this, but I am
  //                    - not so worried about these forms... A "prep-table" 
  //                    - Function woudl probabably be better.
  //
  if ( $iFormat == DISPLAY_TEXT ) {
      echo "DMU : ";
      if ( $iOrientation == INPUT_ORIENTATION ) {
          echo "Theta : ";
      } elseif ( $iOrientation == OUTPUT_ORIENTATION ) {
          echo "Phi : ";
      }
      foreach ( array_keys($keysToPrint) as $key ) {
          if ( $key != "Theta" ) {
              echo "$key : " ;
          }
      }
      echo "\n";
  }
 
  if ( $iFormat == DISPLAY_HTML ) {
      echo "<table width=100% cellpadding=0 cellspacing=0 border=0>\n";
      echo "    <tr bgcolor=" . TABLE_HEADER_BG . " style='font-family:" 
         . FONT_STYLE . ";color:white'> \n";
      echo "        <td align=center>DMU</td>\n";
      //
      // The efficiency coefficient is different based on the model being used.
      // Here we use phi if it is output and theta if it is input
      //
      if ( $iOrientation == INPUT_ORIENTATION ) {
          echo "        <td align=center>&theta;</td>\n";
      } elseif ( $iOrientation == OUTPUT_ORIENTATION ) {
          echo "        <td align=center>&phi;</td>\n";
      }
      //
      // Converting header to lambda subscript
      //
      foreach ( array_keys($keysToPrint) as $Key ) {
          $stringToDisplay = "&lambda;<sub><font size=-1>" . 
                             substr($Key, (strpos($Key, "-")+1))
                             . "</font></sub>";
          echo "            <td align=center>" . $stringToDisplay . "</td>\n";
      }
      echo "    </tr>\n";
  }
  $colorCount = 0;
  asort($lsDMUs);
  foreach ( $lsDMUs as $DMU ) {
      if (( $lrlSolution["$DMU"]['Theta'] >= ( 1 + EPSILON ) &&
                              $iOrientation == INPUT_ORIENTATION ) ||
          ( $lrlSolution["$DMU"]['Theta'] <= ( 1 - EPSILON ) &&
                              $iOrientation == OUTPUT_ORIENTATION )) {
          ( $iFormat == DISPLAY_HTML ) ? 
            $printString = "    <tr bgcolor=yellow>\n" : 
            $printString = "" ;
      } else {
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          ( $iFormat == DISPLAY_HTML ) ?
            $printString = "    <tr bgcolor='" . $color[$colorCount % 2]  
                         . "'>\n" : 
            $printString = "";
          $colorCount++;
      }
      ( $iFormat == DISPLAY_HTML ) ? 
        $printString .= "        <td align=center>" . $DMU . "</td>\n" 
                      . "        <td align=center>" . $lrlSolution["$DMU"]['Theta']
                      . "</td>\n" :
        $printString .= $DMU . ":" . $lrlSolution["$DMU"]['Theta'] . ":" ;
      foreach ( array_keys($keysToPrint) as $key ) {
         ( $iFormat == DISPLAY_HTML ) ? 
           $printString .= "        <td align=center>" 
                         . $lrlSolution["$DMU"][$key] 
                         . "</td>\n"  :
           $printString .= ":" . $lrlSolution["$DMU"][$key] ;
      }
      ( $iFormat == DISPLAY_HTML ) ? $printString .= "    </tr>\n" :
                                     $printString .= "\n";
      echo $printString ;
  }
  if ( $iFormat == DISPLAY_HTML ) { echo "</table>\n"; } 
}






// Engineering and Technology Management Department
// Portland State University
//
// $Id: MathFunctions.php,v 1.19 2004/06/16 04:36:16 oli Exp $
//
define("ROC_COMPOSITE_TIME", 1 ) ; // Defined as composite time for event
define("ROC_CURRENT_TIME"  , 2 ) ; // Defined as time since current 
define("VALIDATE_INPUT"    , 0 ) ; // Validate against input projection
define("VALIDATE_OUTPUT"   , 1 ) ; // Validate against output projection
define("VALIDATE_BOTH"     , 2 ) ; // Validate against input and output
define("FORECAST_ABOVE_LOWER"    , 1 ) ;
define("FORECAST_BELOW_UPPER"    , 2 ) ;
define("FORECAST_GOOD"           , 3 ) ;
define("FORECAST_NOT_COVERED"    , 4 ) ;
define("FORECAST_ERROR"          , 5 ) ;
//
// Function     : FindStats
//
// Description  : This calculates the mean, standard deviation, and the 95%
//              : confidence interval of an array.
//
// Variables    : Data - array of data.
//
// Return Value : This is an array with the following:
//              :
//              : Mean of the values provided;
//              : Standard deviation         ;
//              : Confidence interval        ;
//
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function FindStats ( $Data, $iOrientation ) {
    $functionName = "FindStats";
  
    logTrace ( $functionName, 30000000, "Entering...");
    logTrace ( $functionName, 30000001, " -> Orientation: " . $iOrientation);
    //
    // Assign Variables
    //
    $totalSum = $totalCount = $totalSqrs = 0;
    //
    // Don't continue if there is less than one
    //
    if ( count($Data) > 1 ) {
        logTrace( $functionName, 300000002, " -> count(Data) [" . count($Data)
                  . "]");
        foreach ( array_keys($Data) as $key ) {
            if (( $Data[$key] > ( 1 + CLOSE_ENOUGH ) && 
                  $iOrientation == OUTPUT_ORIENTATION ) ||
                ( $Data[$key] < ( 1 - CLOSE_ENOUGH ) && 
                  $iOrientation == INPUT_ORIENTATION && $Data[$key] != 1 )) {
                logTrace($functionName, 24, " -->DMU: " . $key . " Data: " .
                         $Data[$key] . " - recording " );
                $totalSum   += $Data[$key]        ;
                $totalCount += 1                  ;
                $totalSqrs  += pow($Data[$key], 2);
            } 
        }
        logTrace($functionName, 300000003, " -> SUM       : " . $totalSum  );
        logTrace($functionName, 300000004, " -> totalCount: " . $totalCount);
        logTrace($functionName, 300000005, " -> totalSqrs : " . $totalSqrs );
        if ( $totalCount > 2 ) {
            $meanScore = $totalSum / $totalCount ;
            $stdDev    = pow( ( $totalCount * $totalSqrs - pow($totalSum,2) ) /
                              ( $totalCount * ( $totalCount - 1 ) ), .5);
            $confInt   = $stdDev / pow($totalCount, .5) * 1.96 ;
        } else {
            $meanScore = 1 ; $stdDev = 0 ; $confInt = 0 ;
        }
    } else {
        $meanScore = 1 ; $stdDev = 0 ; $confInt = 0 ;
    }
                                                                                
    logTrace($functionName, 24, "MeanScore: " . $meanScore . 
             " Standard Deviation: " . $stdDev . " Confidence Interval: " .
             $confInt );
    logTrace($functionName, 25, "Exiting");;
    $resultArray = array( $meanScore, $stdDev, $confInt );





// The purpose of this function is to analyze the overall progress of 
// a DMU with respect to the frontier over a period of time...
//
// It returns the rate of change.
//
function AnalyzeProgress ( $DMU, $Time, $iOrientation, $DMUData, 
                           $resultArray, $DMUs , $timeMode, $iRTS ) {
                                                                                
    $functionName = "AnalyzeProgress";
    $LambdaTotal  = 0.0 ;
    $bDone        = 0 ;
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    logTrace ( $functionName, 40, "DMU: " . $DMU . " Time: " . 
               $Time . " Orientation: " . $iOrientation      );
                                                                                
    //
    // If the reference behavior is itself then no time has passed and we are
    // done;
    //
    $timePassed        = 0 ;
    if ( $timeMode == ROC_COMPOSITE_TIME ) {
        if ( $resultArray["Lambda-$DMU"] > CLOSE_ENOUGH ) {
            $timePassed  = 0 ;
            $bDone = 1 ;
        } else {
            foreach ( array_keys( $resultArray ) as $key ) {
                //
                // Only count the parameters that are Lambdas
                //
                if ( substr_count($key,"Lambda-") ) {
                    //
                    // Only count if we are any significant value
                    //
                    if ( $resultArray[$key] > CLOSE_ENOUGH && $bDone == 0 ) {
                        $obj = substr($key, (strpos($key,"-")+1) );
                        if ( $DMUData[$obj]["Time"] > $DMUData[$DMU]["Time"] ) {
                            $timePassed += ( $DMUData[$obj]["Time"] - 
                                             $DMUData[$DMU]["Time"] ) *
                                           $resultArray[$key] ;
                        }
                        $LambdaTotal += $resultArray[$key] ;
                    }
                }
            }
        }
    } elseif ( $timeMode == ROC_CURRENT_TIME ) {
        logTrace($functionName, 41, "Current time setting time to " .
                                    $Time . " - " . $DMUData[$DMU]["Time"] );
        $timePassed = $Time - $DMUData[$DMU]["Time"] ; 
        logTrace($functionName, 42, "Current time set to " . $timePassed );
    }
    if ( ! $bDone && 
         ( $iOrientation == OUTPUT_ORIENTATION && 
           $resultArray["Theta"] >= ( 1 + CLOSE_ENOUGH )) ||
         ( $iOrientation == INPUT_ORIENTATION &&
           $resultArray["Theta"] <= ( 1 - CLOSE_ENOUGH )) ) {
        if ( $timePassed > 0 ) {
            //
            // This is needed in CRS because we are not guaranteed that 
            // lambdas sum to one.  in VRS however they do so if zero is 
            // assigned to anything we can assume that it is a needed 
            // divisor...  If we are using not current time
            //
            if ( $iRTS == RTS_CRS && $timeMode != ROC_CURRENT_TIME ) {
                logTrace($functionName, 43, "CRS and not CURRENT time so -" .
                                            " changing " . $timePassed . 
                                            " using " . $LambdaTotal );
                $timePassed = $timePassed / $LambdaTotal ;
                logTrace($functionName, 44, "New Time - " . $timePassed );
            }
            $rateOfChange = pow($resultArray["Theta"],(1/$timePassed));
            logTrace($functionName, 45, $DMU . ":Passed:" . $timePassed . ":" .
                                        "eff:" . $resultArray["Theta"] . ":" .
                                        "ROC:" . $rateOfChange );
        } else {
            $rateOfChange = 1;
        }
    } else {
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        $rateOfChange = 1;
    }
    logTrace($functionName, 46,  "ROC: $rateOfChange");
    return ( $rateOfChange );
}
                                                                                
function ForecastSOA ( $currTime     , $evalTime     , $iOrientation ,
                       $iRTS         , $iValidate    , $ROCType      ,
                       $soaDMUs      , $Istats       , $Ostats       ,
                       $Inputs       , $Outputs      , $DMUData         ) {
 
    $functionName = "ForecastSOA" ;
    //    echo "TIMES: $currTime : $evalTime \n";
    //    echo "Multiplier: $Ostats[0] : $Ostats[2] \n";
    ( $evalTime > $currTime ) ? $deltaTime = $evalTime - $currTime :
                                $deltaTime = 0 ;
    foreach ( $soaDMUs as $DMU ) {
        //
        // If our time is current, then we keep deltaTime the same
        // otherwise, we assume that it is Composite Time.
        //
        ( $ROCType == ROC_CURRENT_TIME ) ? $deltaTime = $deltaTime :
                     $deltaTime = $evalTime - $DMUData[$DMU]["Time"] ;
        logTrace( $functionName, 90, "TIMES: $currTime : " . 
                  $DMUData[$DMU]["Time"] );
        logTrace( $functionName, 91, "$DMU DeltaTime: $deltaTime " );
        logTrace( $functionName, 92, "$DMU ROC Lower Multi: " . 
                  pow(( $Istats[0] + $Istats[2] ), $deltaTime) );
        logTrace( $functionName, 93, "$DMU ROC Upper Multi: " . 
                  pow(( $Istats[0] - $Istats[2] ), $deltaTime ));
        logTrace( $functionName, 94, "$DMU ROC Upper Multi: " . 
                  pow(( $Ostats[0] + $Ostats[2] ), $deltaTime) );
        logTrace( $functionName, 95, "$DMU ROC Lower Multi: " . 
                  pow(( $Ostats[0] - $Ostats[2] ), $deltaTime ));
        foreach ( $Inputs as $Factor ) {
            if ( $iValidate == VALIDATE_INPUT ||
                 $iValidate == VALIDATE_BOTH   ) {
                $Lower["${DMU}I"][$Factor] = $DMUData[$DMU][$Factor] *
                                             pow(( $Istats[0] + $Istats[2] ),
                                                 $deltaTime );   
                $Upper["${DMU}I"][$Factor] = $DMUData[$DMU][$Factor] *
                                             pow(( $Istats[0] - $Istats[2] ),
                                                  $deltaTime );
            }
            if ( $iValidate == VALIDATE_OUTPUT ||
                 $iValidate == VALIDATE_BOTH      ) {
                $Lower["${DMU}O"][$Factor]=$DMUData[$DMU][$Factor] ;
                $Upper["${DMU}O"][$Factor]=$DMUData[$DMU][$Factor] ;
            }
        }
        foreach ( $Outputs as $Factor ) {
            if ( $iValidate == VALIDATE_OUTPUT ||
                 $iValidate == VALIDATE_BOTH      ) {
                $Lower["${DMU}O"][$Factor] = $DMUData[$DMU][$Factor] *
                                             pow(($Ostats[0] - $Ostats[2]),
                                                 $deltaTime);
                $Upper["${DMU}O"][$Factor] = $DMUData[$DMU][$Factor] *
                                             pow(($Ostats[0] + $Ostats[2]),
                                                 $deltaTime);
            }
            if ( $iValidate == VALIDATE_INPUT ||
                 $iValidate == VALIDATE_BOTH    ) {
                $Lower["${DMU}I"][$Factor]=$DMUData[$DMU][$Factor] ;
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                $Upper["${DMU}I"][$Factor]=$DMUData[$DMU][$Factor] ;
            }
        }
    }
    foreach ( array_keys( $Lower ) as $virtualDMU ) {
        if ( $iOrientation == OUTPUT_ORIENTATION ) {
            $LowerResult = CCR( $virtualDMU       , 0                 ,
                                $Inputs           , $Outputs          ,
                                array_keys($Lower), $iRTS             ,
                                0                 , $Lower             );
            //
            // if it is not efficient it is not on the SOA
            //
            if ( $LowerResult["Theta"] >= ( 1 + CLOSE_ENOUGH ) ) {
                unset( $Lower[$virtualDMU] ) ;
            }
        } elseif ( $iOrientation == INPUT_ORIENTATION ) {
            $LowerResult =  IO( $virtualDMU        , 0                ,
                                $Inputs            , $Outputs         ,
                                array_keys($Lower) , $iRTS            ,
                                0                  , $Lower           );
            //
            // if it is not efficient it is not on the SOA
            //
            if ( $LowerResult["Theta"] <= ( 1 - CLOSE_ENOUGH ) ) {
                unset( $Lower[$virtualDMU] ) ;
            }
        }
    }
    foreach ( array_keys( $Upper ) as $virtualDMU ) {
        if ( $iOrientation == OUTPUT_ORIENTATION ) {
            $UpperResult = CCR( $virtualDMU       , 0                 ,
                                $Inputs           , $Outputs          ,
                                array_keys($Upper), $iRTS             ,
                                0                 , $Upper             );
            //
            // if it is not efficient it is not on the SOA
            //
            if ( $UpperResult["Theta"] >= ( 1 + CLOSE_ENOUGH ) ) {
                unset( $Upper[$virtualDMU] ) ;
            }
        } elseif ( $iOrientation == INPUT_ORIENTATION ) {
            $UpperResult =  IO( $virtualDMU        , 0                ,
                                $Inputs            , $Outputs         ,
                                array_keys($Upper) , $iRTS            ,
                                0                  , $Upper           );
            //
            // if it is not efficient it is not on the SOA
            //
            if ( $UpperResult["Theta"] <= ( 1 - CLOSE_ENOUGH ) ) {
                unset( $Upper[$virtualDMU] ) ;
            }
        }
    }
    $Frontier['Lower'] = $Lower ;
    $Frontier['Upper'] = $Upper ;
    return($Frontier) ;
}
//
// This function finds the Y value based on an X value from the arrays.
//
function findY ( $xValue, $xArray, $yArray ) {
    $lowKey    = 0;
    $lastKey   = 0;
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    $highKey   = 0;
    $yValue    = -1;
    foreach ( array_keys($xArray) as $arrayKey ) {
        //
        // if an xValue matches something in the array, then we give it the
        // corresponding yValue, because there should not be any "repeat"
        // values in this array (this is a supposition, which should remain
        // true).
        //
        if ( $xArray[$arrayKey] == $xValue ) {
             logTrace($functionName, 101,"findY: Is a Y value for the X");
             $yValue = $yArray[$arrayKey] ;
             break ;
        } elseif ( $xArray[$arrayKey] > $xValue ) {
             $lowKey  = $lastKey  ;
             $highKey = $arrayKey ;
             logTrace($functionName, 102, "findY: Value $xValue is above " 
                    . $xArray[$lowKey] .  " and below " . $xArray[$highKey] );
             break ;
        } else {
             $lastKey = $arrayKey ;
        }
    }
    if ( $yValue == -1 ) {
        $yRise  = $yArray[$highKey] - $yArray[$lowKey] ;
        logTrace($functionName, 103, "findY: yRise - " . $yArray[$highKey] . 
                 " - " . $yArray[$lowKey] . " = " . $yRise);
        $xRun   = $xArray[$highKey] - $xArray[$lowKey] ;
        logTrace($functionName, 104, "findY: xRun - " . $xArray[$highKey] . " - " 
                 . $xArray[$lowKey] . " = " . $xRun);
        $slope  = $yRise / $xRun                       ;
        logTrace($functionName, 105, "findY: slope - $slope");
        $yValue = $yArray[$lowKey] + ( $xValue - $xArray[$lowKey] ) * $slope ;
        logTrace($functionName, 106, "findY: yValue - " . $yArray[$lowKey] . 
                 " + ( " . $xValue . " - " . $xArray[$lowKey] . " ) * " . 
                 $slope . " = " . $yValue);
    }
    logTrace($functionName, 108, "findY: yValue : $yValue");







// Engineering Management Department
// Portland State University
//
// $Id: DataFunctions.php,v 1.22 2004/07/04 20:35:33 oli Exp $
//
define("DAY_ANNUALIZED"    , 7); // Time units to day, but reports are annual.
define("PERIOD_AS_QUARTER" , 6); // Time units to period (no conversion)
define("YEAR_TIME_UNITS"   , 5); // Time units to year
define("QUARTER_TIME_UNITS", 4); // Time units to quarter
define("MONTH_TIME_UNITS"  , 3); // Time units to month
define("WEEK_TIME_UNITS"   , 2); // Time units to week
define("DAY_TIME_UNITS"    , 1); // Time units to day
define("PERIOD_TIME_UNITS" , 0); // Time units to period (no conversion)
//
// Define the start year for studies
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//
define("FIRST_YEAR"        , 1980);
//
// Time to date takes the time in days and converts to a date...
//
function timeToDate( $Time, $iTimeUnits, $table, $connection ) {
    if ( $iTimeUnits == PERIOD_TIME_UNITS ) {
        $returnValue = $Time ;     // Nothing to change here.
    } elseif ( $iTimeUnits == PERIOD_AS_QUARTER ) {
        $Quarter     = $Time % 4 ;
        $Year        = FIRST_YEAR + ( $Time - $Quarter ) / 4 ;
        $Quarter     = $Quarter + 1 ;
        $returnValue = $Year . "Q" . $Quarter ;
        return ($returnValue);
    } elseif ( $iTimeUnits == DAY_TIME_UNITS ) {
        $queryString ="select DATE_FORMAT(Time,'%Y/%m/%d') as Time from $table 
                              where TO_DAYS(Time)=$Time GROUP BY `Time`";
        $queryResult = mysql_query( $queryString, $connection) or
                               die("Invalid Query:<br>\n" . 
                                   mysql_error() . "<br>\n");
  
        $Row = mysql_fetch_assoc($queryResult) ;
        $returnValue = $Row["Time"] ;
    }
    return ( $returnValue ) ;
}
//
// Function gets name of DMU so we dont have to cross reference it....
//
function getName( $DMU, $Fields, $table , $connection ) {
  $queryString="select ";
  $bNoComma = 1;
  foreach ( $Fields as $Colum ) {
    if ( ! $NoComma ) { 
      $queryString .= ", ";
    } else {
      $bNoComma = 0 ;
    }
    $queryString.= "$Colum" ;
  }
  $queryString .= " AS DMUNAME from $table";
  $queryResult = mysql_query( $queryString , $connection) or
                         die("Invalid Query:<br>\n" . 
                             mysql_error() . "<br>\n");
  
  $Row = mysql_fetch_assoc($queryResult) ;





// serverName : Database server to connect to
// userName   : User to connect to
// userPass   : Password for user
// dbName     : database name
// tableName  : table to connect
// timeUnits  : Units to do things
// inputs     : array of input identifiers
// outputs    : array of output identifiers
// time       : Time array
//
function getData ( $connection, $tableName, $timeUnits, 
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                   $inputs    , $outputs  , $startTime, 
                   $endTime   , $timeColum, $whereStatement          ) {
  //
  // Determine the minimum time from which we will select 0
  //
  if ( $timeUnits == DAY_TIME_UNITS ) {
    $timeString="TO_DAYS($timeColum)";
  } elseif ( $timeUnits == WEEK_TIME_UNITS ) {
    $timeString = "(YEAR($timeColum)*52 + WEEK($timeColum))";
  } elseif ( $timeUnits == MONTH_TIME_UNITS ) {
    $timeString = "(YEAR($timeColum)*12 + MONTH($timeColum))";
  } elseif ( $timeUnits == QUARTER_TIME_UNITS ) {
    $timeString = "( YEAR($timeColum) - " . FIRST_YEAR . 
                  " ) * 4 + Quarter($timeColum))";
  } elseif ( $timeUnits == YEAR_TIME_UNITS ) {
    $timeString = "(YEAR($timeColum))";
  } elseif ( $timeUnits == PERIOD_TIME_UNITS ) {
    $timeString = "$timeColum";
  }
  $queryString = "select min($timeString) from $tableName";
  $queryResult = mysql_query( $queryString , $connection) or





  // Get DMU Data
  //
  $fieldsToQuery=array_merge($outputs, $inputs);
  $queryString="select DMU";
  foreach ($fieldsToQuery as $field ) {
    $queryString.=",$field";
  }
  $queryString .= ",$timeString as Time";
  $queryString .= " from $tableName $whereStatement order by Time " ;
  $queryResult = mysql_query("$queryString", $connection) or
                         die("Invalid Query:<br>" . mysql_error() . "<br>\n");
 
  
  while ( $Row = mysql_fetch_assoc($queryResult) ) {
    if ( $startTime <= $Row["Time"] && $Row["Time"] <= $endTime ) {
      $DMU_Data[$Row["DMU"]]["DMU"]=$Row["DMU"]  ;
      foreach ( $fieldsToQuery as $field ) {
        $DMU_Data[$Row["DMU"]][$field]=$Row[$field] ;
      }
      $DMU_Data[$Row["DMU"]]["Time"]=$Row["Time"];
    }
  }
  return ($DMU_Data) ;
}
function getData2 ( $connection, $tableName, $timeUnits, $inputs    ,
                    $outputs   , $inputsAs , $outputsAs, $timeColum , 
                    $whereStatement          ) {
  
    $DMU_Data = array();
    $functionName="getData2";
    logTrace($functionName, 300200, "Entering...");
    logTrace($functionName, 300201, " tableName [" . $tableName 
           . "] timeUnits [" . $timeUnits . "] timeColum [" . $timeColum . "]");
    //
    // Determine the minimum time from which we will select 0
    //
    if ( $timeUnits == DAY_TIME_UNITS ) {
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        $timeString="TO_DAYS($timeColum)";
    } elseif ( $timeUnits == WEEK_TIME_UNITS ) {
        $timeString = "(YEAR($timeColum)*52 + WEEK($timeColum))";
    } elseif ( $timeUnits == MONTH_TIME_UNITS ) {
        $timeString = "(YEAR($timeColum)*12 + MONTH($timeColum))";
    } elseif ( $timeUnits == QUARTER_TIME_UNITS ) {
        $timeString = "(YEAR($timeColum)*4 + Quarter($timeColum))";
    } elseif ( $timeUnits == YEAR_TIME_UNITS ) {
        $timeString = "(YEAR($timeColum))";
    } elseif ( $timeUnits == PERIOD_TIME_UNITS ) {
        $timeString = "$timeColum";
    }
    logTrace($functionName, 300210, " timeString [" . $timeString . "]");
    //
    // Get DMU Data
    //
    $fieldsToQuery=array_merge($outputs  , $inputs);
    $fieldEquivs = array_merge($outputsAs, $inputsAs );
    $queryString="select DMU";
    foreach (array_keys($fieldsToQuery) as $field ) {
        if  ( $fieldEquivs[$field] != "" ) {
            $queryString .= "," . $fieldEquivs[$field] . " as " 
                         .  $fieldsToQuery[$field] ; 
            } else {
                $queryString.=", " . $fieldsToQuery[$field];
            }
    }
    $queryString .= ",$timeString as Time";
    $queryString .= " from $tableName $whereStatement order by Time " ;
   
    logTrace($functionName, 300211, " queryString [" . $queryString . "] ");
    $queryResult = mysql_query("$queryString", $connection) or
                           die("Invalid Query:<br>" . mysql_error() . "<br>\n");
 
    while ( $Row = mysql_fetch_assoc($queryResult) ) {
        $DMU_Data[$Row["DMU"]]["DMU"]=$Row["DMU"]  ;
        foreach ( $fieldsToQuery as $field ) {
            $DMU_Data[$Row["DMU"]][$field]=$Row[$field] ;
        }
        $DMU_Data[$Row["DMU"]]["Time"]=$Row["Time"];
    }
   
    logTrace($functionName, 300299, "Exitting...");
    return ($DMU_Data) ;
}
function getUnixTimeStamp ( $DateString , $connection ) {
  
    $queryString = "select UNIX_TIMESTAMP('$DateString 23:59:59') as TIME";
    $queryResult = mysql_query("$queryString", $connection ) or
                     die ("Invalid Query:<br>" . mysql_error() . "<br>\n");
  
    $Row = mysql_fetch_assoc($queryResult);
    return($Row[TIME]);
}
function getDateFromDay ( $dayNumber, $connection ) {
    // echo "Day Number : $dayNumber \n";
    $queryString = "select FROM_DAYS($dayNumber) as date";
    $queryResult = mysql_query("$queryString", $connection ) or
                       die("Invalid Query:<br>" . mysql_error() . "<br>\n");
    $Row = mysql_fetch_assoc($queryResult);
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    return($Row["date"]);
}
function getDayFromDate ( $dateString , $connection ) {
    $functionName = "getDayFromDate";
    logTrace($functionName, 300100, "Entering");
    logTrace($functionName, 300101, " dateString [" . $dateString ."] " );
    $queryString = "select TO_DAYS('$dateString 23:59:59') as DAY";
    logTrace( $functionName, 300102, " queryString [" . $queryString . "] ");
    $queryResult = mysql_query("$queryString", $connection ) or
                     die ("Invalid Query:<br>" . mysql_error() . "<br>\n");
                                                                                
    
    $Row = mysql_fetch_assoc($queryResult);
    logTrace( $functionName, 300103, " Row[DAY] [" . $Row['DAY'] . "] ");
    logTrace( $functionName, 300199, "Exiting...");
    return($Row["DAY"]);
}
function getPeriod( $stamp       , $connection ) {
    if ( $_SESSION["TimeUnits"] == DAY_TIME_UNITS ) {
        $returnValue = getDayFromDate( $stamp, $connection);
    } elseif ( $_SESSION["TimeUnits"] == PERIOD_AS_QUARTER ) {
        $year        = substr($stamp, 0, strpos($stamp, "Q")     ) ;
        $quar        = substr($stamp, ( strpos($stamp, "Q") + 1 )) ;
        $quar       -= 1 ;
        $returnValue = ($year - FIRST_YEAR) * 4 + $quar    ;
    } else {
        $returnValue = $stamp ;
    }
    return($returnValue);
}
        
function getStamp ( $periodNumber, $connection ) {
  
    $functionName="getStamp";
    logTrace($functionName, 300400, "Entering...");
    logTrace($functionName, 300401, " periodNumber [" . $periodNumber ."]");
    if ( $_SESSION["TimeUnits"] == DAY_TIME_UNITS ) {
         
        $returnValue = ( $periodNumber > 9999999999 ) ? "INF" :
                        getDateFromDay( $periodNumber, $connection ) ;
    } elseif ( $_SESSION["TimeUnits"] == PERIOD_AS_QUARTER ) {
        $period  = $periodNumber % 4 ;
        $year    = ( $periodNumber - $period ) / 4 ;
        $period += 1;
        $returnValue = FIRST_YEAR + $year . "Q" . $period ;
    } elseif ( $_SESSION["TimeUnits"] == PERIOD_TIME_UNITS ) {
        $returnValue = $periodNumber ;
    } elseif ( $_SESSION["TimeUnits"] == YEAR_TIME_UNITS ) {
        $returnValue = $periodNumber ;
    }
    logTrace($functionName, 300498, " returnValue [" . $returnValue . "]");
    logTrace($functionName, 300499, "Exitting...");
    return $returnValue ;
}
function getField ( $fieldToMatch, $matchValue, $fieldToGet, $tableName, 
                    $connection ) {
    $functionName = "getField" ;
    logTrace($functionName, 300000, "Entering");
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    logTrace($functionName, 300001, " fieldToMatch [" . $fieldToMatch ."] " .
                                    " matchValue [" . $matchValue . "] " .
                                    " fieldToGet [" . $fieldToGet . "] " );
    if ( preg_match('/[A-Za-z]/',$matchValue) ) {
      $queryString = "select $fieldToGet from $tableName" .
                     " where `$fieldToMatch`='$matchValue'";
    } else {
        $queryString = "select $fieldToGet from $tableName" 
                     . " where $fieldToMatch=$matchValue";
    }
    logTrace($functionName, 300002, " queryString [" .$queryString ."]");
    $queryResult = mysql_query("$queryString", $connection ) or
                     die ("Invalid Query:<br>" . mysql_error() . "<br>\n");
    $Row = mysql_fetch_assoc($queryResult);
    logTrace($functionName, 300003, "Returning [" . $Row[$fieldToGet] . "]");
    logTrace($functionName, 300004, "Exiting...");






// $Id: LogFunctions.php,v 1.9 2004/06/15 19:38:30 oli Exp $
//
define("LOG_NORM" , 0 );
define("LOG_TRACE", 1 );
function logTrace ( $functionName, $messageID, $message ) {
    // 
    // Added isset to make sure that there is something set, if there is not
    // a specific value set then we will assume normal logging and thus not
    // report anything.
    //
    $functionLogLevel = isset($_SESSION[$functionName]) ? 
                        $_SESSION["$functionName"] : LOG_NORM ;
    if ( $_SESSION["logLevel"] == LOG_TRACE ||
         $functionLogLevel == LOG_TRACE ) {
        logMessage( $functionName, $messageID, $message ) ;
    }
}
function logMessage ( $functionName, $messageID, $message ) {
    echo $_SESSION["logLevel"] . ":" . $functionName . ":" . $messageID 
         . ":" . $message ;
    if ( $_SESSION["displayFormat"] == DISPLAY_TEXT ) {
        echo "\n";
    } elseif ( $_SESSION["displayFormat"] == DISPLAY_HTML ) {
        echo "<br>\n";
    }
}
function reportMessage ( $message ) {
    echo $message ;
    if ( $_SESSION["displayFormat"] == DISPLAY_TEXT ) {
        echo "\n";
    } elseif ( $_SESSION["displayFormat"] == DISPLAY_HTML ) {
        echo "<br>\n";
    }
}
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function tableHeader ( $title, $label, $array ) {
    if ( $_SESSION["displayFormat"] == DISPLAY_HTML ) {
        echo "<table cellpadding=0 cellspacing=0>\n"
           . "    <tr bgcolor=\"black\">\n"
           . "        <td colspan=" . (count($array) + 1) 
           . "style=\"color:white\">\n"
           . "            <font style=\"color:white\">\n"
           . "                " . $title . "\n"
           . "            </font>\n"
           . "        </td>\n"
           . "    </tr>\n";
        echo "    <tr bgcolor=\"black\" >\n"
           . "        <td>\n"
           . "            <font style=\"color:white\">\n"
           . "                <b>" . $label . "</b>\n"
           . "            </font>\n"
           . "        </td>\n";
        foreach ( $array as $element ) {
            echo "        <td>\n"
               . "            <font style=\"color:white\">\n"
               . "                <b>" . $element . "</b>\n"
               . "            </font>\n"
               . "        </td>\n";
        }
        echo "\n";
    } else {
        for ( $x = 1 ; $x <= strlen($title) ; $x++ ) {
            echo "=";
        }
        echo "\n";
        echo $title . "\n";
        for ( $x = 1 ; $x <= strlen($title) ; $x++ ) {
            echo "=";
        }
        echo "\n";
        echo $label ;
        foreach ( $array as $element ) {
            echo ":" . $element;
        }
        echo "\n";
    }
}
function tableFooter ( $footer ) {
    if ( $_SESSION["displayFormat"] == DISPLAY_HTML ) {
        echo "</table>\n";
    }
}
function tableRow ( $title, $array, $colorNumber, $highlight ) {
    $colorWheel = array( "white", "silver" );
    $colorCount = count($colorWheel)   ;
    if ( $_SESSION["displayFormat"] == DISPLAY_HTML ) {
        echo "    <tr bgcolor=\"" . $colorWheel[( $colorNumber % $colorCount)]
           . "\">\n";
        echo "        <td>" . $title . "</td>\n";
    } else {
        echo $title . ":";
    }
   
    foreach ( $array as $element ) {
       if ( $_SESSION["displayFormat"]  == DISPLAY_HTML ) {
           echo "        <td align=center>" . $element . "</td>\n";
       } else {
           echo $element . ":" ;
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       }
    }
  
    if ( $_SESSION["displayFormat"] == DISPLAY_HTML ) {
        echo "    </tr>\n";
    } else {
        echo "\n";
    }
}
?>
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This is a place holder.
[1][2][3][4][5][6][7][8][9][10][11][12][13][14][15][16][17][18][19][20](* new but
Not)[21][22][23][24][25][26][27][28][29][30][31][32][33][34][35][36][39][40][38][41]
[42][43][44][45][46][47][48][49][50][51][52][53][54][55][56][57][58][59][60][61][62]
[63][64][66][67][68][69][70][71][73][72][74][75][76](* new but not )[77][78][79][80]
[81][82][87][83][84][85][86][88](* new but) [89][90][91][92][93][94][95][96][97][98]
[99][100]*new but [101]*[102][103][104][105]*[106][107][108][109][110][111][112]
[113][114][115]
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